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The Dakar Festival
send warmest greetings to the participants in the First
International Festival of Negro Art, to be held at Dakar, Senegal, during this
month of April, 1966. They offer the special Dakar Festival Supplement,
contained in this issue, as a contribution to the Festival. A story from Nigeria
by Cyprian Ekwensi counterpoises the opening chapter of a brilliant first novel
by the Camerounian writer Mbella Sonne Dipoko, offered here ahead of publication in July. The novel in Africa and French African poetry are discussed
by O. R. Dathorne and Willfried Feuser, both of Ibadan. Masterpieces of
sculpture and carving to be displayed at the Festival are illustrated and described. There are poems by C. J. Driver and Perseus Adams of South Africa,
and by Khadambi Asalache of Kenya. Finally, there is a story from Bechuanaland by Bessie Head.
We hope that the rest of the issue will commend itself - Reginald
Herbold Green's analysis of Ghana's problems, with a post-coup preface;
lan Hamnett on the background of Lesotho's independence of Britain, which
advances a further step this month; the conclusion to Collingwood August'S
translation of S. E. K. Mqhayi's Xhosa classic, The Case of the Twins;
together with book reviews and letters.
Finally, we hope that the coupon on page 55, for the sending of the new
publication Frontier to readers in South Africa, or elsewhere, will be filled in
and returned by all who read the magazine in freedom.
THE EDITOR AND STAFF
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publishers of The New African announce the
publication of a new monthly magazine, Frontier specially edited and produced
for South African readership. Inkululeko which commenced publication in
June 1965, on the banl)iijg. of The New African in South Africa, ceases publication this month, having been declared" indecent, objectionable or obscene"
by the South African Government in February 1966.
The financial burdens carried by Inkululeko were referred to on this page
in our March issue, and an appeal was made for help, through donations or by
means of a similar coupon to that on page 55 of this issue. This appeal is
urgently repeated for all who would like to see the message of the life and art
of the new Africa cross South Africa's frontier to all who await it there.
GRANSIGHT HOLDINGS LTD' J

South African Unity Moves
THE INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN of the South African Coloured People's Congress, in its final issue, dated March 1966, announces the dissolution of the
C.P.C. and states that its members have accepted a "comradely invitation to
join the Pan-Africanist Congress (South Africa) as Africans and equals." On
behalf of the C.P.C., the President and Chairman, Messrs. Barney Desai and
Cardiff Marney, "call on South African Coloureds and Indians, numbering
two-and-a-half million enslaved people to follow our example by becoming
members of the dynamic Pan-Africanist Congress and for all time bury their
racial tags " .
Any move that brings together the divided upholders of freedom for South
Africa, provided such a move is based on principle and not mere expediency,
is to be welcomed. The International Bulletin of the C.P.C. argues the case
for its action, and it is to be hoped that it is on the basis of these arguments.
that the action will be examined by all who recognise the importance of this:4:
step towards unity and· non-racialism in the South African struggle.
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The Triple
Challenge
before Ghana

REGINALD
HERBOLD
GREEN

These are the vital
needs that Ghana's
leaders must
satisfy now

Part 1
The main body

AUSTERITY,
PARTICIPATION
AND DIALOGUE

of

this article was written before the February 23-

24 military-police coup. However, it remains relevant in two senses.
First the patterns of unsolfJed challenges and forces outlined are not
unconnected with the fall of Dr. Nkrumah's government. Second,
tht basic problems of aus,terity, participation, and dialogue are no
less critical for the National Liberation Council regime.

IT IS CONVENIENT TO THINK that the fall of a government indicates
its total ineptness and lack of achievement on the one hand and on
the other that its successor starts free from the basic problems
which beset the fallen regime. Neither is generally valid, certainly
neither applies to Ghana. Indeed there is reason to believe the trio
of challenges posed will be harder for the new regime to solve
lacking, as it does, any positive mass base. It is almost certainly
both false and misleading to either the causation of the coup or the
prec.eeding discontent of many low-income Ghanaians. Equality of
sacrifice, an end to nepotism, broader participation in government,
a clearer and more coherent presentation of state policy combined
with a more cogent case for it - these have been the broad
demands of the past three years. They conflict sharply with the
up~e~-midd~e-class demand for lesser sacrifices for themselves (a
posItion typIcal of many army and police officers complaints since
1962), the business motivation of much of the United Opposition
whether old .l..!P or cashiered CPP, and the desire of a significant
number of CIvIl servants and other public officials to mix public job
security and private enterprise.
The coup itself was a surprise. This was not because there was
no evidence of dissatisfaction or because army-police loyalty was
assured. As in most successful military coups, there was little reason
to ~uspeet an organised group of officers capable of taking effective
aet1~n had been formed. Equally, with the exceptions of Togo and
poss~bly the Cent~al African. Republic, African army coups had
prevIously been directed agaInst governments which had lost the
capacity to operate civil authority in much or all of the country
(D~homey, Upper Volta, Nigeria, Sudan) or against attempts to
whittle down the army's political influence (Algeria, Congo-L). The
Gha.na ~?del of .a coup against a government clearly able to carry
out Its CivIl funetlons and not faced by mass demonstrations must be
extremel~ disquieting to mos! ;\frican states. In virtually all the
a:my-police are capable of seIZIng power while the degree of pasSionate devotion needed for unarmed citizens to block or reverse
such action is rare anywhere in the world. It probably exists in

DR. G R E EN,

a frequent contributor to The New African was

with the University of Ghana for three years during the period
1960-july 1965..

Tanzania, Tunisia, Mali, possibly Guinea and Zambia but where
else in Africa?
It is by no means self-evident that either the United Opposition
- whose previous abortive coup attempts were marked by almost
unbelievable ineptness in contrast to the smoothne~s of the February
23-24 venture - or foreign states were integrally involved in the
coup despite the UP's claims on both counts. The Ghana military
establishment was quite capable of planning and executing the
takeover on its own. However, as President Julius Nyerere has
underlined, reactions of joy were most marked among governments
and groups hardly to be numbered among the friends of independent Africa. Among African states and individuals genuinely committed to national development and Pan-African cooperation there
was grief. The latter is at least partly because the aims, aspirations,
and strategies of the Ghanaian government were far more widely
known abroad than its increasing deviations from its own standards
in practice. Ghana as an external symbol has been perceived by
both friends and enemies alike in terms rather different from reality.
Unless the new government rapidly makes clear that broadening
of opportunity, lessening of inequality, rapid economic development,
and the pu~uit of an independent foreign policy and of greater
African co-operation are its major aims and that it is seriously committed to pursuing them in practice the inevitable results will be
grave suspicion in many African quarters (including some quite
critical of the Nkrnmah government) and rapidly rising-discontent
at home. The CPP government did not fall because of mass
disagreement with its basic aims. Board discontent at the way in
which they were pursued exists and may provide a potential base
for support of the new regime. But it is by no means clear that it
will demonstrate greater efficiency, intelligence, and honesty in
implementation nor that it can provide at least a modicum of relief
from 1965 levels of austerity. There is a danger of the new government crystallising into a military elitist regime like the Abboud
government in the Sudan or turning into an elitist political establishment (based on the exiles) similar to that of the fallen Nigerian
regime.

The analysis which follows was written before the coup in Ghana.
It 'Will be concluded in the May issue.
IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT to write intelligibly let alone
intelligently - about a state so vitriolically (and often unfairly)
criticised and so uncritically (and often erroneously) praised as
Ghana. One tends either to avoid any criticism in rebutting biased
or inane attacks or to gloss over achievements in irritation at
vainglorious, Panglossian rhetoric.
.
Ghana's record from 1952 through 1965 is an impressive one.
National product (in real terms) has risen steadily. - despite drastic
falls in export prices - while the base for a diversified modern
economy with a strong industrial sector has been laid. Investment
has been kept high - even at the expense of sacrifices in current
private and public consumption. Overall, it has been largely
rational if not always correlated closely enough to immediate needs
or the appropriateness of less than the highest, most expensive
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rtandards. Foreign exchange stringency is the result of pushing
ahead with a sound - if probably overambitious - development
strategy not, as in Nigeria, from frittering away time and resources
while failing to implement plan projects.
Education has been expanded massively. Universal primary
education is virtually achieved in perhaps two-thirds of Ghana and
a realistic 1970 goal elsewhere, over 1,000,000 students (nearly onesixth of the population) are enrolled. Health services have been
massively expanded and a national insurance and retirement
scheme based on an actuarially plausible contribution system, has
been inaugurated.
The civil service is possibly the most efficient, able, and honest
ouside the two dozen high income industrialised economies. Its
weaknesses stem from overly rapid expansion of duties. To date,
however, this stretching of staff has led to expanding capabilities
rather than a breakdown of services.
Inequality of incomes - while still appallingly high by North
Atlantic or Eastern European standards - has been reduced and is
among the lowest albeit not the lowest, in Africa. The tax system
has been radically revised to render it progressive rather than
regressive as it was at least until 1961 and possibly until 1963.
Ghana's foreign policy, whatever its polemic excesses, has been
one of those demonstrating that a small, economically and militarily
weak state can pursue an independent, self-chosen, set of positions
and has played a major role in drawing attention to African needs
and aspirations. In Africa her dedicated, if too often rigid or heavyhanded, advocacy of Pan-Africanism has contributed substantially to
creating a climate of opinion in whic~ at least substantial technical
and economic functional co-operation is a live possibility. However,
leadership in this field has now passed to other states including
Tanzania, Tunisia and possibly Mali and the Cameroun Republic.
Even the vehemence and volume of criticism of Ghana bear
evidence to the fact that she has achieved the status of being taken
seriously - even if not at her own evaluation. This is an achievement that the majority of African (or for that matter world) states
cannot claim.
The past record, however, should not be allowed to obscure a
series of basic and increasingly serious challenges which confront
Ghana today_ That of economic strategy for development to which
Ghana has evolved a basically sound strategy, if not consistently
effective policy combinations, will be treated in a separate article.
The most pressing trio are Austerity or seen equality of sacrifice,
Participation or effective involvement of the population in the
political-governmental process, and Dialogue or the attainment of
an intelligent, broadly based discussion, formulation, and dissemination of truly national goals, policies, and socio-poIitical
outlook. or ideology. None is being adequately faced, much less
met, today and on improvement in these respects is dependent the
continuation of an effective national (not simply economic) development effort and therefore of Ghana's past record of achievement
and conceivably the continued viability of the present government.
The failure to meet these three challenges effectively does not
represent a weakness in government-Party goals so much as inconsistency in fonnulating them in terms of operational policy and even
more in ensuring their consistent and impartial implementation.
The most cogent case against the present leadership of Ghana is
not that of its enemies but of those who agree with its principles

and aims, at least in the main, but challenge the growing deviations
from them which have occurred in practice.
Except for the very lucky country, the political economy of
development has always been and still remains one of austerity, at
least for the vast majority of the population. Ghana is no exception
- only the brief 1950-4 cocoa boom and the spending based on
reserves accumulated then created the illusion that it was. However,
with per capita national product of over £90, wage employment
rising at least as rapidly as the population, and urban unemployment about 10% of the potential labour force (cf. 25% in the
Cameroun and 40% in Nigeria, Senegal, and Leopoldville) Ghana
is absolutely far better off than any other independent African
state - with the possible exception of the Ivory Coast - and than
/
most of the Tiers Monde.
However, the political viability of austerity is not really based on
absolutes but on actual versus expected improvements nor is it enough
to look at aggregates without examining the distribution of gains
and sacrifices. From 1955 through 1960 real incomes of all major
groups rose rapidly (3.5%-plus yearly overall). Since 1960 any
increase in average real consumption per capita has been prevented
by stagnant export earnings (despite a 50% volume increase), continued expansion of public services (education and health facilities
more than doubled), and maintenance of massive investment aimed
at changing the structure of production but involving 2.5 to 8 year
payoff lags. (The buildup of investment not yet fully productive to
perhaps £400 million or 20% of total capital stock has been
especially critical in this regard.)
The problem is rendered more acute because some groups are seen
to be gaining at the expense of others, in a situation of rising prices,
import control reductions in the range of goods available and a
freeze in the wage-salary structure. Furthermore faulty control
management has created periodic shortages of imported consumer
necessities.
The main losers have been the upper middle class - the civil
service, intellectual, army and police officer elite - whose average,
salary increments (about 5%) have not kept pace with the cost of
living and who have, necessarily, been hardest hit by the reduction
-in non-essential consumer imports and the creation of a progressive
tax structure. From 1963 to 1966 their effective per capita after
tax purchasing power probably fell by 20-25%. The dangers in
terms of civil service and teacher morale and army-police loyalty
are as clear as is the difficulty of satisfying the demands of this
relatively well-off elite except at the expense of the poor or of
future growth. The income range of this elite is £1,000-3,000,
compared with £235 average for semi-skilled workers.
The cocoa farmers saw a steady erosion of their real incomes
from 1960 through mid-1964. The 1964-5 40% increase in output
sent their incomes back to record levels. It also broke the world
market and touched off wild price inflation by placing an additional £20 million in the hands of a moderately well off group
(the bulk of the cocoa is produced by farmers with cash incomes in
the £400-600 range). The autumn 1965 cocoa price cut (on joint
Cocoa Board, civil service, IMF advice) combined with a lower
crop will lead to a 40% fall in cocoa-farmer cash incomes, a
draconic slash. The probable rural reactions to this draconic slash
to which do not appear to have received adequate consideration.
The ,vage labour force has expanded steadily since 1960 (by no
means true of all African states) and new entrants to it are clearly
better off than they were previously. Workers employed throughout
probably had increases in cash earnings parallel to cost of living
until the early 1965 inflationary spiral. Drought caused crop failures
in 1963 and 1964. There was a false cocoa "boom ", and the
inept handling of import licensing led to spring 1965 rationing of
key consumer goods and the breakdown of previously moderately
effective price controls. All these factors have cut their real incomes
in recent months. Indeed, until hasty imports of su;gar, tea, coffee,
corned beef, sardines, rice and condensed milk alleviated the acute
1965 shortages, the urban labour force was on the verge of mass
protest riots. The shortage of consumer imports, as far as this
group is concerned, is not one of absolutely reduced Quantities. The
main problems are rapidly rising monetary demand, erratic controls,
and favouritism-cum-profiteering in distribution.

e

[To be concluded
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as it did is not only a tribute to its industry and dedication but
also an index of the growth of a modern political consciousness ia
a country that it often unthinkingly dismissed as a backwater of
subsistence tribalism. The voting figures suggest the thought that
the traditional institutions are not after all as static or as resistant to
change as they are frequently assumed to be. (It is also, of COUI'3e,
true .that if the BNP could exploit the people's dependence OB
South Africa for work and imported goods - the Congress, against
this, could exploit their experience of South African racialism.)

in this analysis is to explode the notio.
that political action is only to be understood in terms of personalities, conspiracies and particular goals - the idea that people forsee
and intend all the consequences of their original choice. Of COime,
some events can be explained in this way, but not usually the
most important ones. I believe that the current political tivalriea
in Basutoland will only be distorted if discussed in terms of
treachery, collaborationism, communist plots, and so forth. Just
as the BCP are not political lunatics who propose to found a
Red state in Basutoland and launch it suicidally at the Republic,
so the BNP are not venal self-seekers who are engaged in. a
deliberate underhand deal with Verwoerd. Accusations like this,
though polemically very satisfying, tell us less than nothing about
the real determinants of political action and provide hopelessly
misleading guidance for the future.
The BNP pursue collaborative policies abroad and reactionary
ones at home, not so much because these are the policies they
would ideally choose to pursue, but because no other policies were
open to them once they had decided to make a serious electoral
bid for power. This decision entailed the selection of a specific
political programme and the mobilisation of an effective body
of support - each of these two requirements, of course, having
implications for the other. But neither of these steps was taken
in an open field, since the Congress was there already, with a
known policy and an extensive organisation. Any rival was thus
forced to choose between (1) outbidding the Congress on its own
terms - offering more radical policies at home and a more
belligerent one abroad; and (2) proposing policies exactly opposite
to those of the Congress - conservative at home and accommodating abroad.
I t is, of course, no accident that the BNP chose the second path,
and this for several reasons. First, the BNP was led by men who
were not likely, either by inclination or interest, to choose policies
more radical than those of the Congress. From the beginning, its
support lay among the lesser chieftainship and the Roman Catholic
Church. Secondly, the necessity of mobilising support ruled out
any attempt at challenging the Congress on its own ground.
Radicalism was a race that only the Congress could win. Thirdly,
the widest alternative field left free lay not to the left of the
Congress but to its right. The eclipse of the formerly powerful
Marematlou-Freedom Party after the killings, at Rothe left a
political vacuum on the right that no sensible rival to Congress
could ignore.
The BNP was therefore committed, by the very structure of
the political field before it, to determine its policy in constant
WHAT I AM TRYING TO DO

that distinguish the parties
are reflected in their internal policies too. Each party must look to
fairly determinate and reliable groups for support; the National
Party depends upon three main sources, all of them intransigently
conservative: the minor chieftainship, the Roman Catholic Church,
and a large section of the traditional peasantry. The lesser chiefs
have clearly all to lose and nothing to gain from the urgently
needed reforms in land tenure and administration that the original
constitutional documents proposed but which have now been
whittled down or delayed. The Roman Catholic Church, which
in Basutoland has never felt the wind of change blowing from
Rome, prefers a safe tribalism to the doubts and changes that
radical reforms would entail. It played perhaps the crucial role
in securing the National Party's marginal victory last year. Many
of the traditional peasantry (more especially the women) were
easily moulded by these two forces, which form, after all, the
principal influences in their lives.
With this kind of backing, the BNP is inevitably and inescapably
involved not only in conservative policies at home, but also even against its will - in reactionary policies abroad. Like its
allies and clients, it can thrive only in a localised, traditional
society,. and the price of securing this parish-pump paradise is an
embarrassing meekness in the face of South African arrogance;
it must be meek, since it could only muster effective resistance to
the Republic by mobilising precisely those forces that would
threaten the internal support on which the party relies.
In the circumstances, it is encouraging that the Congress should
have come so near success as it did. Inevitably it has had a
harder fight. Most Basuto are, understandably enough, more
concerned about their own and their families' [velihood than
they are aware of the emergence of the new Africa in the north.
The BCP have accordingly been obliged to base their appeal almost
wholly on domestic reform rather than upon wider aspects of
continental policy that could hardly be expected to appeal to the
mass of the people, and which might well have positively alarmed
many of them. It is revealing that in practice the BCP have been
even more articulately hostile to British colonialism than to South
Africa itself. No doubt this was principally because it was Britain
and not South Africa that ruled the country, was directly
responsible for it, and stood directly in the way of independence;
but it was also because attacks on South Africa would have
alarmed the people more than attacks on Britain did, since the
Republic means bread and butter and there is at least a river
between it and Basutoland, whereas Britain meant magistrates and
tax-collectors and it was there. It is both the virtue and the weakness of Congress that perhaps it \vas not local enough. Their
well-planned electoral excursions into the villages were often
regarded by the local population as invasions by strangers and
town-dwellers who could make fine speeches happily enough, but
afterwards were free to depart and did not have to live under
the local chief.
All the same, that the BCP should have come as close to success
THE DIFFERENCE IN STARTING-POINTS
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relation to, and reaction against, the BCP. Since, however, the
Congress was not, in fact, stupidly or imprudently bellicose towards
the Republic, the National Party was led step by step Ca) to
represent the Congress as a communist-inspired threat to Basu'toland's economic survival and Cb) to claim for itself the title of a
bulwark against communism and the only party that South Africa
would trust. In domestic affairs, it was similarly obliged to rely
increasingly on the most conservative interests, since the more
radical were defined as its opponents: hence the ever greater role
of the chieftainship and the Catholic Church; hence the open
satisfaction of the trading and commercial interests when the
election results were known.
SINCE THEN, THE NATIONAL PARTY has been obliged to follow
through the logic of its initial choice to conclusions that must be
repugnant to many of its supporters. The recent threatened
proscriptions against political refugees are only the latest step in
a consistent movement towards a political accommodation with
South Africa. Domestically, it would be naive to expect that
even the present emasculated reforms in land administration ,vill
be effectively implemented by spokesmen of the very class that
stands to lose most by their application. The National Party is in
fact the prisoner of its own self-committal to policies that command no vested support outside the world of the Bantustans. It
has circumscribed its own freedom of action to a point where
it can only become ever more reactionary in act, though it can
cling to the trappings of power and harbour the illusion of
choice.
I repeat: the emergent consequences of its decision were not
intended by the deciders. The BNP are not willing cowards or
collaborators, though their acts may be acts of cowardly collaboration. Nor did they altogether choose reaction: reaction hunted
them down. Any party that limited its horizon to Africa south of
the Zambesi was bound to submit to the same necessities.
The Congress lost the battle, but they, or people like them,
will win the war. Unlike the BNP, they have not been forced
to adapt their strategy - though of course they will modify
their tactics - to fit their opponents' line of battle. The Congress
were there first; moreover, they will be there last, since time is on
their side. Basutoland is part of Africa, and its inheritors will be
the men who have seen this simple truth and acted on it.

Basutoland achieved self-government;
simultaneously, its people directly elected, by universal adult
suffrage, the lower house of Parliament. If both houses now ask
for independence, as they are expected to do, Britain has bound
itself to give effect to this request " as soon as possible," prov:ided
that conditions in Basutoland are "such as to enable power to be
transferred in peace and order." In order to preserve continuity of
government, it was deliberately decided that no new elections should
be required before transfer. If, therefore, "peace and good order "
be required before transfer. If, there, "peac and good order"
persist, Basutoland - or Lesotho as it is to be called - may be'
expected to gain independence within a few months, and power to
be transferred to Chief Leabua Jonathan, the Prime Minister, and
his government. What is the political condition of Lesotho at this
critical time?
ONE YEAR AGO THIS MONTH,

about Basutoland is that it is part of
South Africa. That it is therefore also part of Africa is equally
obvious but more often forgotten. These two different perspectives
define the current political dichotomy of the country. It is more
than usually apt to speak of a dichotomy, since in the 1965 selfgovernment elections the electorate was almost equally divided
between the National Partv (BNP), which received 108,000 votes,
and the Congress Party (BCP), with 103,000. This close finish
was fairly neatly matched in the figures for the National Assembly,
wh~re the government have 31 seats to the opposition's 25.
The geographical isolation of Basutoland'l and its almost total
economic dependence on South Africa, mark the limits of BNP
thinking. Recent food shortages (due partly to misfortunes of
THE MOST OBVIOUS FACT

climate) have reinforced this localisation of attention, but quite
apart from this the fact that nearly half the adult male population
is at anyone time working in the Republic means that every
Basuto family and household is aware of this dependence. Soudi'
African hostility could mean acute deprivation: South Africa~
goodwill means relative comfort. So the argument runs, and as
far as it goes no one with a full belly and a good home has a
right to sneer at it. But these obvious truths do not mark the
starting-point of BNP thinking: they mark its limits.
The Congress looks to wider African horizons. Its perspec#ve
is pan-African in more than the narrow sense. It looks forward
in the end to a Lesotho which will form part of a liberated
continent, and its political presuppositions are based on the assumption that this is the real goal of all African nationalist activity.

IT WOULD BE EASY BUT FALSE to deduce from these broad
generalisations that the National Party are shameless collabot-.
ators with the Republic, or that the Congress are callous ideologues
reckless of the people's suffering, though these accusations are.
commonly made both in Basutoland and outside it. Neither
the BNP as a body, nor the great majority of its members, are
pro-South-African by intention or in ideology. Racism as a whole
and white supremacy in particular are as abhorrent to them as
to any other African. Naturally, the collaborators and the "sell-=.
outs·" prefer the BNP to the Congress, since such people ate
bound to choose the tactically appropriate ally, but only a foolwill judge a whole movement by its least principled and most
opportunist supporters.
Similarly, the Congress are as sane as the next man, and have,
neither stated nor implied that they would place Basutoland in
the absurd position of attempting, at this point of time, actively tQ,
confront or defy its giant neighbour. Politics here as elsewhere
are more complex than the strident tones of electoral vituperation
suggest. One element in this is the practical question of how long
the present kind of regime in South Africa will last. The Congress,
with a whole continent in mind, can see that its days are numbered;
the BNP act on the assumption that South Africa will last indefinitely. But this very assumption only helps to prolong the
regime, and moreover gives the National Party a direct political
interest in the regime's survival.

IN THIS AS IN other ways, attitudes and intentions fail to yield
an adequate account of political action, and objective analysi.s
reveals an unhappier picture of BNP policies than a simple
recapitulation of their avowed aims and goals might suggest.
One reason for this is that once the essential preconditions arel
granted, Verwoerd is neither so fastidious nor so hard to please:.
that he will quarrel over trifles. If Basutoland cracks down op
refugees and "subversive" activities, and barters its claim to
a place in free Africa in return for improved trading facilities
and some tons of mealies, Verwoerd will be perfectly happy to
allow its leaders to make patriotic or even multiracial speeches;
to "deplore" supremacist policies, and to thump rostrums at
the United Nations and elsewhere. It is the realities of power,~
not impotent attitudinising, that .matter to South Africa, as theTranskei experience shows.
Yet if, as I seem to imply, the Congress could do little
more than the present government to challenge the South African
ogre, what serious difference would it make if they were in
power? I think quite a lot. If the BNP boast of a more realistic~
assessment of Basutoland's place in South Africa, the Congress
can claim a more realistic assessment of South Africa's place in
the world. They would be ready to push their patriotism and
nationalism further because, with their wider perspectives, they
are more aware of the limitations as well as the scope of South
Africa's present power. In sober reality, the National Partv fear
the RepubliC'S bark more than the Congress fear its bite. While
the Congress are ready to go as far as prudence permits, the
government will go not a step further than caution dares. This may
look like a merely relative difference of emphasis, but in fact
it is an index of much wider divergences.

I
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Independence. Freedom! . .. Trees floated past.
AMONG THEM, the millions and
millions who roamed the streets of a score of She sensed that other cars with lovers in them
cities throughout the Federation that night- were flashing impatient lights behind them and
the night of freedom.
passing by.
In this the capital city, all the streets were
Fran~is drove past familiar places now glowpacked and milling with men, women, children; ing with an unfamiliar radiance. The Federal
restless, floating, chattering, glum and silent, Palace Hotel loomed in stately grandeur. Even
expectant, confused, drifting, banding together as late as midnight swarms of peOple still
under the lights in awe of the unknown floated past the pavilions of the Nigeria exhibimysteries of Independence. Some were stran- tion.
gers who come from far corners where Africa
She remembered one afternoon when she had
meant Darkness and now they clustered in solid come near the site to meet Francois at work,
groups at the Square over which the fireworks putting up his own stand; and there were
shot upwards and exploded in spectacular crowds as thick as the hairs on Fran~ois' arm.
cascades. Freedom was here.
That afternoon having fought through the
Krr ... a ... ka ... toa!
... Krraakkatooaa!
crowds she found him in the basement of the
Chini drew nearer Fran~ois and his protective stand. There he was, down aong the workers
arm tightened round her.
who were cuttin~ a steel bar with an arc lamp.
"It is romantic, man amour? Too romantic, The dazzling lights etched out his strikingly
yes?"
handsome face. He was dressed in a white shirt
"Oh, I want to die," Chini whispered. "I and white shorts, and on his face was an intense
want to die--in your arms. I want to die for the and shiny look of tiredness.
New Nigeria!"
He turned just as she was about to steal
(( Ma cherie, it would be good to die, and end away. "Hey, Chini!" She almost jumped.
it all. It would be good to die, now."
Fran~is wiped his hands on the back of his
She turned sharply and faced him. " You shorts and spoke quickly to the two white men
mean that?"
standing opposite. They looked like Americans
He smiled. "Why not? This is the climax, in their narrow drip-dry pantaloons and soft
the end of Imperialism, the beginning of free- cotton caps. One of them was chewing gum.
dom for Nigeria!" He pointed at the fireworks.
Fran~ois came up to her in an easy swinging
Chini could recognise the quickly forming image. manner, just as the wind billowed out her skirt
The glow resolved itself into the coronet of and she reached out a hand to keep it in place,
"I suppose holding on to her straw hat with the other
Queen Elizabeth the Second.
Imperialism has played its part," Fran~ois hand.
" You look a picture, Chini," he said. He
sighed. "A hundred years!"
Chini looked away, but the Queen's image took her hands and kissed them. Standing bestill burned in her eyes. She was a
igerian side her he looked down at the stand and said:
beauty, slim and bronzed, with a statuesque "How do you like it?" His arm swept a wide
firmness of curve that always made the French- arc, but Chini was looking into his eyes, instead.
man marvel. Often she had accused Fran~ois He returned her look and said, "Chic, eh?"
of being in love with her body, but he always
" The stand or me?"
said he could never bring himself to ignore its
He laughed. "You, of course! Where shall
presence. Chini was breathing with a love we go, coffee?"
ripeness in her eyes. She was elegant, un-selfThe way he talked she could not understand
conscious, wearing English clothes with sophis- and it burned deep scars of pain in her heart.
tication, and Nigerian costume with charm. Her He would be going away in fourteen days, exevery movement stimulated a flow of poetry pelled from the country, so the rumour had said.
from Fran~ois and an ebb of embarrassment Already it had leaked out among those who
from her. She called him "My mad French know that the Governor-General thought it
lover."
would be "conducive to the public good" for
Suddenly she reached out and held him. him to leave the country. Yet he had told her
" Kill me, oh, kill me!" She was sobbing. From nothing. But did he really wish to marry her?
a million voices came the roar of the Nigerian Had she given up everything for nothing?
National Anthem.
The coffee stand was built in the Espresso
The roar echoed and reverberated over the tradition. She could imagine this same stand
entire field and vapourised skywards into the crowded not by Teddy Boys or Beatniks but
stars and misty tropical night.
by the tough city slickers of Lagos, once known
"I would have been so happy now, but why as the Boma Boys, but now very much more
did I meet you? I would have been free! Now refined with stream-styled cars to help them
my country is free, but I ... I am in chains." ... drifters, waiting to pick up a beating-up
She felt his strong arms round her shoulder commission from some irate politician, only to
and she clung tightly to him. His face, bristly, change their loyalty when the victim increased
their fee. She remembered how it had been in
grated against her tender skin.
Chelsea on the cold nights, trying to read for
" Chini, you are mine, oui?'
" Yours, Francois, yours," " You will come to the exam. Now she had achieved her ambition:
she had become a Secretary-Typist, one of the
Paris with me if- "
His grip was hurting her. He was pressing best. Into her ears went the most secret dictahis lips on hers there in the Square with the tions. And she had now fallen in love with this
Frenchman who must leave the country.
mad crowds drifting about them.
" Well, and how's Independence, Chini?"
"Oh, Francois, we're in public!"
"Independence is fine, for those who are
"You don't mean that! No, you don't!"
His kisses smothered her sighs.
free! "
He did not say anything. He was smiling and
As the Dauphine sped towards Victoria Beach
neither of them spoke. Chini looked straight she went on: "Unity and Faith, and all that!"
"I love Nigeria. You Nigerians are the
ahead of her, her mind in a tunnoil. Independence. Fran~ois. Love. Marriage. Independence. most moderate of all Africans."
"All Africans are one, Fran~ois, when it
comes to that. When it comes to facing all
white men."
C Y P R I A N E K WEN S I, author of J agua
Nana, and other nOfJels, plays and stories, is
"You mean, I'm an outsider?"
Director of Information in the Nigerian
She crossed her legs. A gleam of desire
Federal Ministry of Information.
lighted up in Francois' eyes. Chini had the
CHINI

W AS
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Wouldn't you be? If you had to leave a
most marvellous legs. This afternoon's skirt
was split and the splits were held together by country you love and the girl you love cannot
decorative buttons five inches apart from waist make up her mind."
to hem.
But Francois I love you."
You're in one of your moods, Chini."
"Will you come with me then?"
" It is not easy," Chini said. U I love Nigeria
She stirred her coffee, but when she raised it
to her lips it spilled on her dress. Fran~is mote. Fran~ois, everyone is coming back home
sprang forward, handkerchief in hand He to Nigeria at this time--But all I know is that
dabbed the coffee pool on her skirt and on her I love you and that our fates are inexplicably
breast, lingering on the splotch above the left bound up together."
breast.
"What shall we do?" His voice was faint.
For Chini the afternoon was ruined. She rose.
She saw his face now ferocious. He turned
He took her hand.
and pulled her close to him. Chini shut her
" I'm sorry, Chini."
eyes and felt his lips on her, hungry for her.
" It's my fault. I feel like crying.'~
" Woman of bronze, woman with the hot
She walked. Head held high, ~he walked, animal blood. In my nostnls is the smell of
flicking her heels and wiggling her hips with you, in my blood is the fire of you. Without
bitter malice. The car owners hooted and waved you, my soul dies."
her to come into their cars but she wanted none
Before such adoration Chini had no answer.
of them because she had her own car. Fran~ois
had his own car and she wanted none of them
because they did not understand what it was
LAGOS WAS GAY and sweet. The buses rolled
like to be facing an impossible love affair; to be
on along the roads, and the nurses at the
facing the condemnation of your own people,
General Hospital stood at the stops at the
especially when you are in a position of confiMarina, waiting before the gleaming white State
dence which you have fought so very hard to
House. The ferry shrieked and laboured homeattain.
wards to Apapa, carrying the men to the
" I don't love this man ... I love him
But
Industrial Estates.
he is a Frenchman ... It doesn't matter
It
From the window of her office, Chini looked
does ... Before Independence, it did not matter.
out and saw the Dauphine flash past. It was
But now , we're different. I must remain in my
Fran<;ois.
own country and work and build."
The booming voice of her boss brought her
Chini walked. There were two million people
attention back to the dictation. Her shorthand
in Lagos, all milling about the bridge, but there
pen raced over the surface of the pad. In the
were none as far as she was concerned, because
wood panelled room, it was so silent that God
she did not know anything about them.
seemed to be present.
She remembered now that her mother was to
"That will be all," said her boss.
have come down for the celebrations but had
Chini rose. She gathered her things together
so far not sent word. She might still come.
but as she made for the door a piece of paper
Could it be that something had happened?
dropped and she bent down to pick it.
I t would be best to tell her personally. One
" Chini," said her boss.
thing was certain. Nigeria Independent, was
" Sir."
not Nigeria colonial. Women today, were in a
" Don't go for a moment."
different position. Black and white, yellow and
She saw the deep frown on his face. He was
red, when love whispered, it was the same rescanning the files before him. When he worked,
sponse. But why fall in love with a Frenchman?
he possessed the fantastic ability of complete
Only that afternoon she and Francois had
concentration. She had often seen him like that,
been arguing.
..
when, with a litle black Bible in his hands he
"Nigerian girls do not know the meaning of
migrated-so to speak-into another world,
love."
away from the Press, the Radio, and the Critics,
"What is the meaning, Franc;ois? I -want to
away from the physical boundaries.
know."
Through her mind raced troubling questions.
" It is not easy to explain."
Did he know about Francois? He must know.
He was looking at the sea. She was looking
\Vas he going to talk to her about it? No? Yes?
at the sea too, but the \\ater she saw was there
Immediately she was on the defensive.
right in her eyes.
Without looking up he said, " I shall be going
" It is not easy to explain." He was smoking.
on tour soon. And I want a good Secretary"You see, love is all consuming, a personal
Typist to come with me. You know that Miss
affair between two people."
Wells has not been feeling well lately. Of the
"That's in Europe. In Africa, it is a public
eighteen Secretaries there's none that has a
affair. Everyone is concerned. My mother is
pleasanter manner than you. In any case, you
concerned, so are my mother's people. My
have never come with me on tour ... "
father is dead, but my uncle and his family
She saw the face of Fran<;ois now, smiling
must know. I did not drop from the sky, you
Nigeria W hispe1·s.
And she heard her boss
know. Try and understand. You think I am
But
what
was
he saying? Where was
talking.
weak."
she standing? Why was he talking? Did he not
"Nigeria whispers," he said, and tried to
know that Fran<;ois would deride her?
smile.
And then she realised that he had stopped.
It was his way of teasing her, whenever she
He \vas waiting for a reply. She was keeping
lost her temper. Nigeria whispers. It was his
him waiting.
nev.r phrase since Independence. "You Niger"Will you come?"
ians will now know the difference between being
" Sir?"
protected, and being on your own. You will
" Will you come?"
always-in your public life and in your private
" I - I think so, Sir!"
have one choice to make: Self or Nigeria. But
always, Chini, Nigeria will always whisper.
Nigeria is in you. Go on! If you listen to yourself you will do one thing. It will not always
SHE BRUSHED ASIDE the Hibiscus Bush. Dense
be the same if you listen to Nigeria."
and overhanging it reached out hands of desHave you finished teasing me?"
truction, ruffling her hair. In the windows the
"Yes, my Beauty Queen." He kissed her.
bright lights told her that Fran~ois had not yet
"You are very bitter, Fran<;ois."
gone to bed. It was a hot evening and all day
U

U

U

U

long she had searched in vain for him.
Jideh, his boy, met her on the steps.
H Master no
well," he said.
Her heart leapt. She pushed him aside and
ran into the room.
Fran~ois was lying on the bed, his face against
the wall. She sat beside him, and took his hand.
H I love you, Fran~is."
cc Chini!"
How was she going to break the news to him?
She looked round the room and found that he
had already started packing.
" Get me something to drink, darling."
She knew why he said that. He always a~
mired the way she walked. When she walked to
the fridge, she took her time and wiggled. She
was dressed in "native" and in the colours he:
liked. Blue.
She brought the drink on a tray and set i
down and suddenly she felt his hot hand on
her cheek.
His eyes were yellow with fire. She took oft
his hand quietly. "You're il1."
" You are my illness. I want to die in
Nigeria, I want to die - with your love. Chini
you have made up your mind?"
"To go to France with you?"
"Yes. You will come?"
" Fran~is, you know I want to come, but-»
" Nigeria whispers, I know!"
She could not stand the sneer. "Don't be
cruel, Fran~ois. Nigeria whispers, yes but your
voice is above a whisper. And I hear and
listen. Because you talk love."
Oh God, she thought, how did I become so
mad about this man? With all the young »zen
who asked to marry 'ine, how did I become so
",ad?
She saw the young men now. In her first
year at the University, Abiade fawned on her
with all the devotion of a dog. She was flattered.
It was her first year, and her last. She had been
unable to continue her education. She wanted
quicker results, more glamour. She went to
England to study at Pitrnans, and although
Abiade wrote love to her, she learnt that he
sustained himself with the flesh of the girls who
drifted round Oke-Ado in Ibadan and the
Marina in Lagos. They were legion.
She returned from England on a bright afternoon. Lagos lay somewhat in a haze of siesta.
As Chini saw the towers of the Power House
and the old familiar landmarks, she was filled
with a choking nostalgia. Abiade. Only last
night she had been reading his letter ... There
he was, waiting patiently and waving. He had
come to see her.
She embraced him, but his face was a mask.
Later on she was to know why. Meantime she
kept his letters tied together with string and now
she wondered what to do with them ... Post
them to him at his home address so that the
pretty girl would be embarrassed, so that she
might know that the happiness she found was at
the expense of another's unhappiness. She
carried the letters to the office, but could not
now get herself to reread them. One evening
she walked along the Marina.
Looking at the lights in the harbour, the ships
from all parts of the world, she thought of h~r
love affair. Then on an impulse, she dropped
the letters into the lagoon.
In her first job, a young Doctor always called
to take her back to her lodgings. She had not
got the little Fiat then, and she lived at the
YWCA Hostel. It was a great thing to have a
man call to see her. The girls always looked
out of the window and told her that Long Pipe
was here, because this doctor was always chewing
a pipe.
The pieces of the broken heart seemed to be
mending. The feeling of elatedness, the lightness
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All day I have been walking. My view
Of the small part of England that's mine
Has been rained away. There's nothing
T hat belongs to me in this rotting place,
No house, no memory - even my body
Is losing its battle with lust, stumbles
In the slack fat and the hard breathing
F or the comfort of love. It is raining
Only the slow collapse of the hills
And no thunder in the sky or the clay.
And my head is falling too slowly down
For my curses to break this coward,
My body, sntall feeble brother fiesh,
Of his clinging to the closed sky's hand.
The rain marches before. I have lost
All day my private war VJith the rain.

J.

C.

D R I V ER

What tzvill death be like? Will it follow

As simply as night follows day?
Will it be hollow as the box that houses
That rigid echo of me? Will it be soft as
sleep?
Will it cut as deep as first love's betrayal?
Will it give me the purity I seek but never
find
For longer than a summer rain's dismissal?
Will it-eould it cover my sins
omission?

at

Whether death be brief 01~ simple, long or
final,
I shall never know: But its shado'lv follows
me
Steering me, a dark goad when my light is

Z01D

And a cool reminder, a balancing pole
When I become too proud. If the substance
follows the' shadOf1J
I shall be glad to continue my tight-rope
act.
PERSEUS ADAMS

of step, all began to return. One evening she
was looking out of the YWCA window, when a
girl shouted: "Chini, quick! Come and see
Long Pipe."
The car had parked at the petrol station opposite. She could see that Long Pipe had tried to
park it so that he would not easily be seen from
the window. Chini saw him seated at the wheel
and beside him a woman. In the rear seat were
three children: two boys in striped singlets, and
a pretty little girl with two red ribbons in her
hair.
In the office she could not work. Promptly
at ten minutes to two, she left and caught a
bus. She would not let herself be caught at the
office and she would not see him at home. But
one evening he surprised her.
She met him in the sitting room. "Y ou did
not tell me you were already married," she
said.
He had no explanation. "Y ou are my girlfriend," was all he said. And she could read
the implication: that it was nothing unusual.
"Do I strike you as the girl-friend of a
married man?"
" I meant no harm, Chini."
She burst into tears. "Y Oll were deceiving
me!"
1-'hey had told her jokingly-the knowledgeable ones-that in Nigeria a girl had one of two
choices. They told her that if she did not find
a man before the end of her training in Britain,
\vhen she returned to Nigeria, she would meet
men who were already settled, but who would
want to take advantage of her desire to get
married. She had laughed when they said this.
She looked down now at the warm hand on
her lap. She studied the intent eyes of Fran~ois.
Her meeting with him had been sOlnething stiff
and odd. Of all places, they had met at an
international seminar on African Culture.
FRANCOIS FOUND IT \VAS SOOTHING, healing
almost, to sit in the air-conditioned room where
books, paintings and sculpture by Africans were
displayed.
Chini with two ear-phones smartly clipped to
her ears, sat at the horseshoe-shaped table while
the men talked. The interpreters talked at a
somewhat slower pace, translating freely.
Fran~ois was speaking with so much animation
that at one point, the translator seemed to hang
in midair. She pressed her fingers together so
as to split out the precise shade of meaning, but
Fran~ois rattled onwards without a break spouting out the words with real enthusiasm.
" ... That is why one must be led to the
conclusion that the Imperialist powers have
left us with a doubtful legacy. The lace-doyley
petit-bourgeois atmosphere of the educated class
in Africa and other once dependent territories,
is a sad commentary on the Imperialist's belief

that African Culture, or indeed, any other
culture, can look after itself.
" ... The time has come now, when ... "
During the tea break, the delegates split into
a handful of animated groups. They talked of
the paper Fran~ois had just read. They fingered
the books and art works on display. Chini went
over with them to see the books. She picked up
a copy of The Palm Wine Drinkard and read
the first few line: I was a Palm Wine Drinkard
since I was a boy of ten years of age. I had
no other work more to drink palm wine in my
life. In those days we did not kncnv other
money, except Cowries, so that everything was
very cheap, and my father was the richest man
in our town.
She was fascinated. She felt an elation, a
sudden inclination to sing and shout about her
discovery.
"Now, that is real African writing," said
the man towering above her. "The author of
that-he had sensitiveness. He alone among
them somehow managed to fall through the
bottom of the educational sieve before all the
original genius was shaken out of him ..."
He spoke a strange F rench-English, a musical
language rendered all the more channing by his
delicacy of feeling. She was to associate this
particular brand of English with Fran~ois. Half
what he said she did not understand but it
coincided with her present yeamings. At the
same time, it would not be good manners not
to understand what was being discussed at a
conference ot which she had been sent as a
verbatim reporter.
They talked about Nigerian writers. She
found that he knew them all and their works.
He spoke of Things Fall Apart as though he
and Chinua Achebe had lived together as colleagues while he was writing it. He picked up
7agua Nana and told her he liked Cyprian
Ekwensi's sense of scene but hated his sophistication. He was enthusiastic about the poetry of
Gabriel Okara. But most of all he was rather
disappointed with the slowness of Ghana. Some
great work would, he felt, come out of Ghana,
but it had been a long time coming. No other
nation in West Africa he said, was so conscious
of literature, music and art as Ghana. The
newspapers never seemed to mention this, which
was a pity. They were more interested in shouting aloud Ghana's interpretation of democracy.
They drifted from books ·to coffee and from
coffee to themselves. Fran~ois must be about
six feet in height. At this conference he, wore
a red shirt rolled up to the elbows, displaying a
fine down of brown hairs on his forearms. A
perpetual -smile curled the corners of his mouth,
as though he knew what they knew about the
professors, critics, anthropologists and observers
who were gathered to talk about "African
Culture ".
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Most of the people who came to the conference were oddly dressed. Chini had taken the
trouble to be superbly groomed. Her hair was
~athered in a little pig-tail at the back and she
floated the extra yards of delicate print over her
arm. For some reason her scrupulousness seemed
to bea burden now. She felt out of place until
glancing across the table she caught sight of a
dazzling young woman who also appeared to be
taking notes. She wore a pale blue transparent
nylon material, lighter than the wind and thrice
as clinging. Her face was made up in a manner
Max Factor would have approved, even for an
African woman. Chini learnt later that this
woman was a reporter from Radio Nigeria.
"I am a Secretary-Typist", Chini said,
answering Fran~ois's question. She smiled.
"One of eighteen Secretaries."
"You have always spoken English?"
" Yes."
"DOUMBE, why don't you want to meet my
"You write?"
parents? " Therese asked. We were in bed.
"No. But I read what they write. I was
She was nineteen. She liked to carry her hair
sent here to report. No I don't write. I read:
long over her shoulders and back. She was a
mainly love stories."
geography student. She was slender, but broadHis face flushed. She felt she had said
hipped. She didn't like her hips. She would
something out of place, and tried to rectify it.
have liked them to be narrow; and she was big
"The first love story I ever really enjoyed
at her backside-heavy there really; and that
was When Love Whispers."
too she didn't like at all. From the start I was
"I see! ... I've never heard of it."
"A long time ago. I was in the convent very fond of her. She had such an attractive
then." She remembered the story clearly, and face; simple eyes and rounded lips.
" Your parents?" I asked.
promptly began to tell him about it. But some" Yes. Why don't you want to meet them? "
where in the middle she realised that the tone
Her father had a finn in Africa, in the Ivory
of this conference was set too high for glib talk,
Coast.
and she kept quiet so suddenly that an emptiness
" One of these days."
descended on them in the large hall, though
" But when?' "
everyone seemed to be babbling away.
"I don't know . . . 'Give me a bit ..
At this point the bell rang and they resumed
H Non! " she protested.
their seats.

A few nights
and days

This pre-publication
extract from an
important Camerounian
first novel sets a scene
which reverses the roles
of the French and African
lovers in Cyprian Ekwensi's
story (p 51)

- Chapter one

MBELLA
SONNE
DIPOKO

in Lagos. They will tell
you about her-those who know, and sigh and
shake their heads. You do not need to look too
closely to see why she was the flash-point of
that international controversy. But she is very
cool now, very calm, very collected. She is so
efficient that sometimes her boss calls her to his
inner office and says, "Look, Chi ... you are
working too hard. Take some rest."
And she smiles, that mysterious smile of hers
and says: "Am I? ... I like to work hard for
my country. "
When she talks in this manner her boss
hastily stubs his cigarette and frowns in silence.
I t seems she has touched something very deep.
" May I go now?"
A slow smile grows on her employer's face
and he talks without paying any attention to
her.
"We have all had misfortunes, you know.
You must not live with your own all your life.
Francois is dead, through no fault of yours.
It's true you loved him... But that was
unfortunatee "
Already she is crying. She is unable to stand
up any more and she looks round and slumps
into a seat. Her employer is talking to her now
as a friend; as a man who knows her worth
and realises that her efficiency is bound up with
her personal happiness.
"Can't you find some other young man?
Look, Chi. You do not go out nearly enough.
You-oh, what's the use?"
He was exasperated. This man who could
sway multitudes with his soft persuasive voice
was exasperated before her, before Chi-his own
typist.
When he had talked and talked she knew that
he was talking from the other side of the wall.
Her feminine stubborness was standing between
her and him and she could not see him-or even
h~rh~.
•
CHINI S TILL WORKS

H Allons! "
"When will you meet them? At least my
mother? "
" I've told you, one of these days."
"But when? "
" I'll tell you after ... "
" You always say that."
" Yes."
"Yes what? "
I breathed deeply - in, then out.
" Listen ... "
" Why are you in such a hurry? It won't run
away."
"You too are in a hurry. Your parents
won't run av/ay."
"But Doumbe, I can't understand you."
" Come on. You'll understand me after."
" Yes! I'm no longer naive."
"But Therese! "
" When will you meet 1naman? "
I didn't reply. After a minute or two of
silence, I sighed:
" Umm."
"Umm what?" she asked. "You won't
reply? .,
" Next week, all right? "

MBE L L A SON N E DIP 0 K 0, author of
this first novel, A Few Nights and Days, to
be published by Longrnans in 1uly 1966, is
a Ca1'nerounian writer and poet now living in
Paris who has the distinction of writing in
both French and English. His poems have
been published in The New African, Transition, and Montparnasse Review.
A Few
Nights and Days is the story of an African
student in Paris whose casual affair with a
French girl leads him into deeper emotional
involvement with her which is blocked only
by her father. Failure to get parental approval leads to tragedy when the girl finally
commits suicide.
I ronically the African
student gets off the hook that way.

Sur?
"Umm."
a Sur, sur? JJ
" Yes."
Her feelings for me were a mixture of love
and gratefulness; mine were tinged with a profound sense of responsibility. I was the first
man to touch her and talk to her of desire.
When I had said she was pretty she said I was
lying. If she were pretty why didn't the boys
talk to her? I told her that there was no hurry
in those things. She replied that some girls got
married at fifteen. Many girls began going out
with boys at sixteen, even earlier. But she had
been alone. Alone. She hadn't even girl friends.
until nine months ago when her mother took on
Bibi, a Swedish girl who did house-keeping for
them in exchange for board and lodging and a
few francs.
Therese liked Bibi very much. It was througb
Bibi that I met Therese. I had gone to a dance
and had asked a girl to dance with me. As we
danced she said her name was Bibi; and I told.
her my name. I had then dropped a hint to the
effect that I wanted to become acquainted. But
she said she had a French boy friend so she
couldn't be more than ordinary friends with
me. I said that was all right with me.
Then one day I saw her on the Boulevard.
Saint Michel with another girl - Therese. I'
talked to Bibi and she introduced Therese to
me. We went into a cafe and talked and joked
and laughed. Bibi went to the telephone box.
That was when I told Therese that she shouldn't
be surprised; but I thought I liked her. I meant
it. I would love to see her, alone, I said, sometime. How about her meeting me in that same
cafe the following day? At three in the afternoon?
She said she didn't know whether or not she
would be able to make it.
Bibi returned from the telephone box.
I told her that I thought her friend was
charming. I really meant it.
Bibi put her hand maternally on Therese's
shoulder, and tilted her head sideways to look
into Therese's face.
Therese was shy.
The next day she turned up for the date in
that same cafe. That was how it began.
Now it wasn't only meeting Therese. I had
to meet her parents as well, at least her mother,
as she herself had just said.
I knew' what that meant. I wasn't really
against it; but I didn't want to be rushed into
anything, or rather rushed into it, since I knew
what meeting her parents would mean; what it
could lead to. I liked Therese very much and
her profound sense of solitude made me feel
very much attached to her. I thought she had
even more need for me than she seemed to
realize. I had taught her to hope, taught her to
H
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esteem herself a little more and she didn~t hide
the fact that she was grateful to me for It.
I had also taught her to dance and now she
simply adored it. I also talked to her of my
ancestors, the little I knew about them~ and
Therese listened. She was very broad-mInded,
Therese very broad-minded indeed. I talked to
her of' the Africa of my childhood and she
simply liked it. I told her the story of Mboke
and Ewudu. She loved it; she said it was like
a novel. She liked to hear me talk of Africa.
We also talked about Greece and Rome. But
we weren't history students, so we only talked
about generalities. I had a critical attitude.
Sometimes I would taunt her about the militarism of Sparta; would talk about the endless
wars which were fought in the European past,
wars which were the ancestors of the more
recent wars of our time. But not once did she
hit back and say African tribes also fought each
other, that Africans fought wars against each
other.
I don't know why she wasn't critical of
Africa. Perhaps she had come to see Mrica as
something virginal, something perfect and she
didn't want to tamper with that image. Or perhaps she didn't want to offend me. She was
very polite with me.
I talked to her about African art and we
read quite a bit on it. She even began to say
perhaps she should have done ethnography or
ethnology instead of geography. She said she
would have loved to study a region of Africa.
I once mentioned it to an African friend of
mine, a science student. He was a funny chap.
He said of course; didn't I know? Love was
the best of ambassadors. I was really putting
Africa across. I didn't like that very much because it seemed to me he said it with a touch
of irony, and I am rather sensitive.
Therese would have told me many things; I
would have learnt a lot from her if only she
had a little more self-confidence. And when that
self-confidence began to come, we were so involved with each other that the world didn't
just seem interesting enough to talk about. We
discussed ourselves, our problems. But while the
old relationship las~ed I talked to her of Africa
and she listened with much interest. Being a
geography student she would have talked to me
about the regions of Europe; about the rivers,
for example. But I didn't even encourage her.
I didn't care for any river but the Mungo River,
in Cameroon, and about that I talked. The
seasons - the dry season and the rainy season.
The canoe-men and their women. My childhood by that river. River of desire. River of
love - songs sung by the canoe-men and their
women. Welcoming river.
But nineteen years was rather too young. I
was twenty-three, hard in my own way, sometimes reckless and often I thought of life as a
tough adventure which called for as little sentimentality as possible. I didn't subscribe to ordin..
ary morals and I didn't care. I Jived. I had
crossed oceans and deserts, burst through horizons. And all that needed audacity. Life wasn't
a simple thing, nor was love: complications
always developed. But to Therese life was hope,
a refuge.
Now I was looking into her eyes and she
gazed at my excitement, at first smiling, then
with something like a helpless sadness. I saw
love in her eyes with all the old fears and demands of reassurance. But her face showed the
familiar willingness, the aroused desire and I
lowered my face to hers, forgetting all that life
held of distances, conscious only of nearness,
warmth, desire. Her body seemed to weaken;
then it became taut, throbbing with the force
of hel receptive tenderness. Nearness warmth
and desire with no thoughts of distan~e.!

But later when we were once more calm and
reasonable I tried to withdraw the promise I
had made only a few minutes ago.
"Therese," I said, "don't you think this
quest10n of meeting your mother is rather delicate? "
"Ca y est! n she said. " You have begun
stalling. How is it delicate? "
"Well-"
" You're not going to tell me you're afraid."
" Shut up. Me? Afraid? What of? "
"Alors, why don't you want to meet her?
You said a while ago that you'd meet her next
week. Now you want to change."
"Does she know about us? "
" Yes."
"Yes? "
" Y·es. I had to tell her."
"You didn't have to."
"Well I have done so. She knows."
" I thought you said she was very Catholic? "
" Yes and so? "
In the past she wouldn't have been so snappy.
"I was wondering how someone as Catholic
as you say t:he is would take the news. Did you
tell her that we do this?" I pointed at her
thighs ... " She knows? "
" Of course! "
"That is something. How did you begin? I
wouldn't know how to talk about it to my
mother if I were a girl. Come on, tell me. How
did you present it? "
"I told her I knew a boy. She wanted to
know if he was nice."
" But I am nice, my dear! "
" It's not true, wicked you."
" Is that what you told her? "
" No. I said the boy was nice. Then she said
I should be careful. She said I shouldn't go to
your place. I laughed. You can't imagine how
it made me laugh. She wanted to know why I
was laughing. But I wouldn't tell her. She in-

sisted. So I told her. I said her advice had
come too late. Alors la! It was total panic. Her
face red, she asked me if by that I meant you
had known me. I said it was done."
" What did she say? "
" She wept."
" You shouldn't have told her."
"But she wanted to know. I wasn't going to
go into the details. It was she who asked for
them."
" And she said she wanted to see me? "
"Not immediately. She went to her room to
weep. Luckily papa wasn't at home. When she
later left her room she came and knocked on
the door of mine. I let her in determined to tell
her off should it be necessary. She sat on my
bed. Then she asked me if I was expecting a
child. I couldn't help laughing. I don't know
why. She wanted to know why I was laughing,
if by that too I meant her anxiety had come a
bit late. I said no. I wasn't laughing because
of that. But was I pregnant? I said no. She
thanked ,God . . . It's after all normal, all that,
I understand her, but I have my life. It's mine,
my life. I think she has understood that now."
"So it wasn't she who asked you to introduce me? "
"No. It's me. Does it really bother you very
much? I thought it would be nice for you to
meet them."
" Does your father know? "
" My father! "
" Yes."
"But no! "
I climbed down from the bed and went into
the bathroom, splashed some water on me,
wiped myself with a towel and returned to the
room in a dressing gown.
It was a large room. A double bed. A table
at which I worked and a chair. One large
leather chair. A sideboard. A bookshelf and an
enormous wardrobe with a misty mirror fitted
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against its door.
The dressing gown I was wearing was slightly
over-size. It was a birthday present from
Therese. I hadn't a dressing gown and she said
I had to have one. Her father had dressing
gowns. A man must always have a dressing
gown, she said. I told her that I wasn't her
father, that in Africa people used loincloths. She
said it didn't m·atter. So when my birthday came,
in February, she bought the dressing gown for
me. I kissed her, sincerely, twice, on the cheek
even . though kissing wasn't a habit of mine. I
told her it wasn't done back home. She said
that was curious. She ,,'as happy that I liked
the present. A good girl with a good heart, that
Therese. She wasn't mean, and I liked it that
she wasn't.
Personally, I spent money without thinking
of the next day. I expected others to be like
me. Someone once said it was because there
was something of an artist in me. Another person said it was because I was born in February,
towards the end. I don't know much about
horoscopes. But people said it was fun.
One night, at the drug store in The Champs
Elysees I saw two women looking through a
bundle of pamphlets on the sub;eet. They
laughed, reading through the pamphlets. They
weren't middle-aged women. They were older
than that; those high society women who wanted
to remain young forever because of the next
fashion shows. They were lightly perfumed and
their faces were carefully made-up. The effect
wasn't bad at all. Perhaps they had spent up to
forty· years learning how to put their faces in
order. They held their heads together, reading
one of the books which purported to talk about
the present and the future in prophetic terms.
I was looking through the paperbacks which
lined the shelves, mostly novels. I liked to
touch books. As I raised my head and looked
in the direction of the women, they laughed and
nudged each other. One of them selected a
second horoscope pamphlet, since they already
had one which made them laugh. It was in the
hands of the taller woman.
It Ca
nous amusera/' the other woman
laughed, and winked at her friend ... But life
is a tragic thing. To attain the age when one

can turn only to things like horoscopes for
amusement!
When I talked to Therese about the two
women, she said she wouldn't want to live to
that age. Forty would be enough for her, she
said. Co" Grand maximum." That was the way
she put it. That was over a month ago. I knew
she hadn't changed her mind. It was strange
how morose she could be and then how elated
she could suddenly become the following day.
Theresel I knew love was a burden to her.
But it was an agreeable burden. She was very
delicate. Sometimes I wondered whether she
realised to what extent love was an adventure.
To her it seemed to be a refuge against the
bitterness of the world; to me it wasn't a destination but a stop exposed to winds, to thunders,
a stop exposed to storms, a stop among other
stops between the first day and the last day in
the life of every man and woman. I wished
Therese could realize that we were only friends.
" Are you getting up or not? " I asked.
She passed her fingers through her hair and
pouted.
"I am tired," she said, as if moaning. "I'll
stay fOT a while."
She drew the bed-clothes to her chest and
tucked their edges under her armpits. Her
hands weren't under the bed-clothes; so, with
one of them, she tapped the edge of the bed,
meaning I should sit down, there!
"Come and sit down, here, here," she said,
now only caressing the edge of the bed with her
fingers, tapping away, lightly, with one finger,
then with another.
"I'm coming," I said and went to the window.
I drew the curtains apart.
Daylight rushed into the room with the
freshness of mid-May. The sun was on the wall
of the building opposite my window . . . No.
The sun was only on the upper storey of the
building. To my right, where a little street
cut at right angles with the street under my
window, the red-brick wall of a tall building was
fully sun-lit.
Behind the building the sky was a blotchy
blue. The sky leaned over Paris. Looking at it,
I felt alone, profoundly alone. I turned round

and went and sat down on the edge of the bed.
Therese took my hand :in hers. Then she held
my fingers to her lips and bit them, lightly
It didn't hurt at all. It tickled, and it was
faintly pleasurable. Her teeth were on my fin..
gers, or rather on my finger-nails, but I fe!
the effect right down in me, a tickling whicli
was rough enough to make me laugh but which
also had a vague intensity that went deeper
than the depth of laughter.
Then I felt the sad - no, the melancholy
feeling of love. That was why I was feelini
alone. But it was only a mood. If I had waited,
it would have passed as it was bound to pass,
and I wouldn't have committed myself as I now
did.
Therese suddenly let go my fingers. Sh
tucked the bedclothes farther under her armpitS
as if in preparation to go to sleep. She had
believed, profoundly, she had convinced herself
of the oneness of the world.
"I'll meet your mother next week," I said.
"Wednesday? Will that suit you? "
"I think so," she said and took my hand in
hers and pulled me to her. My feeling of
loneliness :increased. I bent over her. She pulled'
me closer and raising her lips from the pillo~
she kissed me on the lips, quickly, then her headfell back on the pillow.
We went into the details. The time; five in
the afternoon. The place: a cafe in an area in
which I had once lived before moving into my
present room.
Before Therese left my place that afternoon
she reminded me that Laurent, Bibi's boy friend;
and I, had promised to take them to a dance
that evening. It was a Wednesday.
I said I had forgotten. She said I forgot
everything. I laughed, having recovered from myY1
feeling of loneliness. She smiled. Then she re-'
minded me - or thought she was reminding me- that the rendezvous was at Laurent's place~
at nine that evening. She and Bibi would join
us there.
h
I hadn't forgotten. Only I liked to pull her
leg. Therese was nineteen and very nice. SHe
had a pretty face, but her broad hips and large
buttocks embarrassed her. They made her miserable.
• '
(
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Document
and
imagination

O. R. DATHORN E~

the novel, Africa's only
totally imported literary
form, has moved from flat,
bald statement to
imaginative experiment
THE NOVEL IS THE ONLY literary art-form
that has been totally imported in Africa
and imposed over and above development
from an indigenous pattern. Drama and
poetry there were, always oral and sometimes functional, pIaying their part on
ceremonial and festival occasions. In preliterate Africa no such function existed
for the novel - there was no need for it
to perform. It is not surprising, therefore,
that with the advent of literacy, it is the
novel which has most interested the new
writers.
The novel, by its nature, establishes a
terrain of private communication and response, and it does this partly by a visual
process.- In Africa it completed the artistic
view of the world, and in a larger and more
important sense it would seem to have incorporated into this view the aesthetic of an
oral tradition to which it never truly belonged. A European conception, articulated
by an indigenous African exposition, is
resultiny in the product which is today
regarded as the African novel - it is a
process from flat, bald statement to elaboate experiment.
FREQUENTLY THE STATEMENT is of a purely
socio-anthropological nature. This means
that not only is character and environment
inhibited, but the whole conception and
execution of language is severely restricted
the energy of the narrative flow restrained.
WOLE SOYINKA pointed this out as the important difference between CAMARA LAYE'S
L'Enfant Noir and his later Le Regard du
Roi. But although Camara Laye's first book,
if a novel, inhabits a limbo between the
realism of biography and the ultra-realism
of creative fiction, there are moments when
it fulfils itself and can stand up to aesthetic
apprllisal. F or instance, the description of
the meeting with Konden Diara evokes not
only the vivid picture of a frightening ordeal, but creates with subtle strokes a world
of childish fantasy where a confrontation
with fear looms large. The meeting and
love of Marie is different from the infertile,
heavy monotony of a great deal of the
O. R. D A T H 0 R NE, Guyana-born
nOvelist, lectures in English at the
University of Ibadan and is remewseditor of Black Orph~us.

book. Even in translation the poetry comes
over:
Whenever I think about our friendship, and
I often think about it, dream about it - I am
always dreaming about it - it seems to me
that there was nothing, in all those years, to
surpass it; nothing in all those years of exile,
that meant more to me. And it was not because
I was lacking in affection; my aunts, and my
uncles too, gave me all their affection; but I
was at the age when the heart cannot rest
until it has found some object to cherish, when
it can brook no shackles but its own, more
powerful and demanding than any others. But
are we not always at this age, are we not
always consumed by longing? Is our heart ever
at rest?

One might feel impatient with the cloying sentimentality of some of what is said,
but the overall tone, the introspective concern, enables some parts of the book to rise
above the pedestrian limitations of mere
autobiographical documentary.
There is of course no experiment here,
though there is relief: the element in this
book which separates fact from fiction. A
.less successful expression of childhood
memories can be found in WILLIAM
CONTON'S
The
African, in PRINCE
MODUPE'S I was a Savage, in COLE'S
Kossoh Town Boy, in EZEKIEL MPHAHLELE'S Down Second Avenue, to name
only a few books which use a reflective flashback to bring the reader imaginatively
nearer to themes. Of these only The African
can be truly regarded as a novel. One can
agree with Davidson NicoI that the description of childhood memories constitutes
a " significant area of African writing" but
having said this, one ought to add that
few writers have attempted to make it
contribute to the general technique and total
effect of the novel. MPHAHLELE's approach
in his autobiography is a slick snap-shot
treatment that might have done well in a
novel:
Looking back to those first thirteen years
of my life - as much of it as I can remember
I cannot help thinking that it was time
wasted. I had nobody to shape them into a
definite pattern. Searching through the confused
threads of that pattern a few things keep imposing themselves on my whole judgment. My
grandmother; the mountain; the tropical darkness which glow-worms seemed to try in vain
to scatter; long black tropical snakes; the brutal
Leshoana river carrying on its broad back trees,
cattle, boulders; world of torrential rains; the

solid shimmering heat beating down on yearnin~
earth; the romantic picture of a woman with a
child on her back and an earthen pot on her
head, silhouetted against the mirage.

In CONTON'S novel it takes on a patriotic
falsetto. When the hero sets out for England
he is given a large uncut diamond by his
father as a keepsake.
He states:
Now, as I write, part of that same stone,
still uncut and undistinguished in appearance
is before me, the material possession I hold
dear. In it I see hidden the glorious flame
of Africa's spirit, the richness of her wealth,
and the sharp edge of her energy. It has
become for me the penetrating star of African
freedom, a light by which to rouse a sleeping
giant.

The failure is the writer's inability to
strike a sincere pose; the attitudinising
spoils the poignancy of the memory and
its relevance for the reader.
IN THE NOVEL FORM the reference to
childhood is best handled when juxtaposed with some contrasting element
from later life. "I remember," "That
was when," "Years before" are all words
which conjure up a world of associations.
The writer is therefore obliged to use
what follows sparingly; his recollections
ought not to sprawl - he must be selective. He can reffect on what he is saying, but should never preach from the
lofty detachment of the present. What
is mystical cannot be rationalised, and
MONGO BETI for instance in Mission T erminee recalls with just that proper measure of withdrawal and awe:
Another time, I was on holiday at my
maternal uncle's, and had gone rambling in
the forest with some other boys, when we
heard a very queer bird-call, repeated again
and again. I knew that bird; it was the one
we call the Ghost's Daughter, or some such
name, and it wasn't the first time I had run
into it. I ts call came from a thicket quite
close to us: it began very suddenly, a deathly
sad noise; dripping with nostalgia, just at if it
had been laid on specially for us - as if it
was somehow connected with us.
It was a smooth, unwavering melody, rather
like a river in its reaches below a weir: every
note was low-pitched, with a calm implacable
fatalism in its timbre that penetrated to my
inmost soul (rather like the soap enemas I
was given in my sickly childhood), and longdrawn-out emphasis on the final note of each
phrase. It sounded as though this bird knew
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very well that its song symbolised some person's destiny; and also so detached was the
tone, so emotionally indifferent that the knowledge left it totally unmoved. It was simply an
anonymous messenger.

This is nostalgia translated into literary
terms, evocative flashes of meaning, a sympathetic response to the pathos of situation.
IN GENERAL THE AFRICAN novel shows few
examples of this kind of economic artistry.
One is tempted to feel that perhaps a reason
why the African novel has parted company
with mainstreams writing in Europe is that
the parent tradition in Africa - oral expression - was the pooling of the communal imagination in a vast emotional
reservoir. The artist in traditional Africa
has always been anonymous and the African
novelist who attempts to describe his childhood is attempting two things he is
writing in a new form and he is expressing
it in p new idiom.

THE OLD versus new school which expresses
this dilemma in art has become almost a
kind of caricature of itself. It began perhaps as a bastard off-shoot of negritude and
developed an indigenous form and growth.
Like all moulds it has little room for inventiveness; it inhibits the individuality of the
author and provides him with a readymade plot, wooden characters and a stageset environment. There is nothing that
redeems the heavy monotony of CHINUA
ACHEBE'S Things Fall Apart)· with No
Longer at Ease there is at least some attempt at humour. This too is the reason for
the failure in both of NZEKUWU's novels.
In his first, Wand of Noble Wood, the
familiar story of the divided man - in
this case Pete Obiesie one finds, for
instance, an overlong description of the
formal payment by the hero's family of
the bride-price, the wand is described at
great length and even the ceremonial importance of the kola-nut comes in for detailed treatment. A reviewer described the
book as "almost a manual of popular anthropology." This is of course what makes
it fail. But are we perhaps asking too much
of writers who seem tribally contained?
Perhaps it is inevitable that an off-shoot
of the African novel should reach this stage
of wooden exposition.
In an earlier novel, C haka, translated
from Southern Sotho, THOMAS MOFOLO was
to explore the similar predicament of man;
but in this novel the hero's plight is more
universalised.. He is divided within himself on the value of ideals:
But he was still only a man, he was not
quarrelsome, and did not know what it was to
be the aggressor. But after seeing his own
father's sons trying to kill him without a cause
and his father himself taking their part, he had
fled away, and when he was in the desert his
inner nature died, and this was the spirit with
which he now returned: "I will kill without
a cause him whom I wish to kill, be he guilty
or be the innocent, for this is the law upon
earth. I will hearken to the entreaties of none."

His personal tragedy is therefore separated
from any sociological associations and this

gives significance to the predicament.
Mofolo's novel is "anthropological" in a
much wider sense of the term; he uses his
historical backcloth as the merest of outlines
and fills it in with a rich texture of developed characters. The "anthropological"
novel can concern itself with the individual
in society or the individual within history;
in either case the treatment must be personalised.
In JAMES NGUGI'S first novel, there is
ever-documented presentation of Kenya
during the emergency and the effect it has
on a family. In his second novel, The River
Between, he is concerned with individuals'
conflict. It is a way of moving closer to
universality and truth, away from'the externals of society. In this second novel, its
hero, Waiyaki, reflects upon his aspirations
and his limitations:
\Vaiyaki knew that he did not want to be
that messiah. But now he wanted an opportunity
to shout what was beginning to oppress his
mind. He would tell the people "Unite."
That would be early next year. For a moment
he dreamt the dream. It was a momentary vision
that flashed across his mind and seemed to
light the dark corners of his soul. It was the
vision of a people who could trust one another,
who would sit side by side, singing the song
of love which harmonized with music from
the birds, and all their hearts would beat to
the rhythm of the throbbing river. The children
would play there, jumping from rock on to
rock, splashing the water which reached fathers
and mothers sitting in the shade around, talking,
watching. Birds sang as they hovered from tree
to tree, 'while farther out in the forest beasts
of the land circled all around.

He dreams of a return to the language of
myth and the deeds of legend, when men
and gods shared the world and there was
a correspondence between human and animal activity.

N egritude, THE DIVIDED-l\tiAN THEME, the
emergency in Kenya, black and white relationship in South Africa are all concerned
with the same thing - the expression of
this newness. But none can simply be documented in the novels - they have to be
expressed through recognisable characterisation and credible incident; it is necessary, in
other words, to be concerned with the real
and to express it imaginatively. And realism
is its own yardstick - the expression of
reality in literature; it cannot be reality.
For real experience there can be no substitute since it is what we live through; realism
convinces us that what we are living through
in an art-form is real within the limitations
of that art-form. From this viewpoint AMOS
TUTUOLA is a realist; this has never been
sufficiently emphasised. His characters do
not assert nightmarish attitudes - they are
most completely themselves within a fusion
of ancient legend and modern news-report.
In their progress from bush to town
Tutuola's characters vacillate between the
terrors of a supernatural they fear and the
surprises of an urban confusion which they
cannot understand. They do not have the
studied intentionality of Achebe, but a
dichotomy between a peculiar vision and

shattered sometimes fragmentary values.
For instance, as the hero and wife carry
along their wonder-child in The Palm Wine
Drinkard, Tutuola writes:
As we were travelling about in the bush
on that night, my wife was feeling overloading
of this baby and if we put him on a scale by
that time, he would weigh at least 28 lb.

The wonder-baby, the bush at night, the
scale, twenty-eight pounds, are the predicament. It is stated so simply that it might
almost escape one. There is no attempt to
externalise it; it is just there. That is why
Tutuola has been misunderstood by both
European and Nigerian readers: Tutuola~
better than any other writer in Englishspeaking Africa, has described the tensions
of his society, its conflicts, its loyalties, the
inner demands of a superstition that people
cherish and the ex ternal demands of a
materialism to which they must conform.
THESE TENSIONS CAN BE satirically dramatised; for instance in OYONO's Une Vie de
Boy, young Houndi had only become a convert as a child because the missionaries
shared out candy. Sunday services were
very popular because the priest pronounced
African words so badly that they took on
an obscene meaning. There is also frequent
ridicule against missionaries in all of BETI'S
books, even in his early one, Ville Cruelle,
the ensuing conversation takes place in a
bar. Someone asks Banda:
" Tell us frankly, you wanted to be a priest?
You really wanted to? You were willing to
give up women, God's finest gift?" "Shut up,
you" someone yelled. "Where did you get
that one from about priests giving up women?
Tha t' s .a laugh."

But Une Vie de Boy attempts a larger
canvass than the mere satirising of Chris~
tianity. Toundi's veneration of the white
man and his ways and the gradual way in
which he is stripped of this illusion, represents the freeing of the black mind from
the psychology of colonialism. It is on terms
of equality that Kalisia mixes with whites,
and ~hen the cook tells the young steward
about it, it is a kind of emancipation for
him:
" The whites are wild about her backside ...
Kalisia who had had her fill of whites, lived
for a long time with a Negro from the coast,
you know, those who have a salty skin. Then
she lived with other whites, with other blacks,
and with still others who were neither quite
black nor white."

The treatment of colour in lighthearted
manner reduces it to the level of absurdity,
a thorough disenchantment with the values
of colonialism.
WHEN BLACK SOUTH AFRICANS began to be
published abroad, they took advantage of
this to write more freely. An early novel
of PETER ABRAHAMS, Mine Boy, describes
the country/town bewildertpent of Xuma.
But the town is not seen as conferring any
special benefit on him or on the black man.
It is a retrogressive step for "the city
makes you strange to your people," as
Leah warns him on arrival. But although
Abrahams is describing the hard life of the

mines and the living conditions, he is no
documentarian. Someone writing at the turn
of the century about conditions in the South
African mines said this:
The housing accommodation consists, for the
most part, of compounds. These are usually
barracks built in a hollow square, with means
of egress facing the inside of the square, except
for the main gateway. When in the compounds
the "boys" are practically under confinement,
while undesirable visitors are usually kept out.
At any rate there is control over their goings
and comings.

This is the kind of prose which seems later
to have crept into the African novel - the
flat, informed account. Abrahams who is
a true novelist, handling the same subjeetmatter brings short sentences, associative
words, select descriptive flashes and reflection in his description of another part of
Johannesburg:
Malay Camp. A row of streets crossing another row of streets. Mostly narrow streets.
Mostly dirty streets. Mostly dark streets. A
row of houses crossing another row of houses.
And so it went on. Streets crossing streets.
Houses crossing houses.
Leaning dark houses that hid life and death
and love and hate and would not show anything
to the passing stranger. Puddles of dirty muddy
water on the sandy pavements. Little children
playing in these puddles. Groups of men gambling on street corners. Groups of children
walking down the streets carefully studying the
gutters and vying with each other to pounce
upon dirty edibles, and fighting each other for
them. Prostitutes on street corners and pimps
calling after them.
And from somewhere, the low monotonous
wail of a broken-down piano thumping out an
unchanging rhythm, and the sound of thudding
feet dancing to it. Shouts and screams and
curses. Fighting and thieving and lying.
But above it all, the real Malay Camp. The
warmth in the air even on a cold night. The
warmth of living bodies; of living, breathing,
moving people. A warmth that was richer than
the air and the earth and the sun. Richer than
all things. The warmth of life, throbbing. Of
hearts pounding. Of silence and of sound. Of
movement and of lack of movement. A warm,
thick, dark blanket of life. That was Malay
Camp. Something nameless and living. A stream
of dark life.

There is of course an enormous difference
between the two. Whereas Peter Abrahams
is creating, the first writer is merely reporting - illustrative of the difference between imaginative experiment and bare
document in the Aftican novel.
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William Fagg of the Department of
Ethnography in the British Museum,
London has selected these and othe.r
pieces of sculpture for exhibition
during the First Festival of the Negro
Arts at Dakar. With one exception
they come from the British Museum
and are reproduced with the
permission of the Trustees.

1
A Benin bronze aquamanile made
in the form of a ram. Water was
poured from it in the ritual ablutions of the Oba before ceremonies.
It is probably seventeenth century.

2
The bowman of j,ebba. One of the
four biggest bronzes ever found
in Africa; its full height is about
three feet. It is said to have been
brought to Jebba from ldah further
down the Niger. It is sixteenth
centu ry or eV.en earlier.

3
This sixteenth century Benin
bronze of a man with Maltese type
of c'ross presents a mystery. There
are traditions that people from
the North brought this kind of
cross, in which case its origin
could be M.editerranean; on the
other hand this is a basic shape
and need not necessarily have any
other connection. The broken
hammer in the left hand is the
smith's hammer of Ogon, the god
of war.

4
This wooden figure of an ancestral
moth.er spirit suckling an infant
comes from the Afo tribe of
central Nigeria. It is probably late
nineteenth century. [Horniman
collection]

ON FRONT COVER
Over one thousand bronze plaques are known.
They were nailed to the four sides of wooden
pillars which supported the Oba's palace at
Benin. When found they had been stacked away
in piles since the original building had been
taken or fallen down. These three figures are
chiefs of the Benin court.

5
This stylised figure is of unusual quality for
sculpture from the Zulus of South Africa.
It is probably late nineteenth century.

6
This wooden h,ead-rest from the Shankadi
sub-tribe of the Baluba of the Eastern CongoLeopoldville. Head-rests of this kind were used
to prevent damage, while sleeping, to the
elaborate coiffur,es such as those shown in these
figures. This is supposed to be about 1900 in
date.

7
Benin bronze horseman, which is probably
eighteenth century, was a visiting emissary
from one of the Em irs of Northern Nigeria.
It was collected on the 1897 Benin expedition.
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of literary manifestoes." (Wake). After all,
its most coherent interpretation to date has
been given by Sartre. For Sartre, Negritude
poetry was "the only great revolutionary
poetry" of his day. It was an expression
of racisme antiraciste, a revitalisation of
Surrealism and, to give Freud his full
due, the "unity of phallic erection and
vegetal growth." It was the poetry of a
new chosen people, the selective principle
being Suffering.

a fresh look at Negritudeits French romantic roots,
its limits, the French
African poets, from
Senghor the sage to U Tarn'
Si beyond its confines

phase of
Negritude - with Cesaire's achievement in
the Cahier overshooting the limits of any
definition and Damas's resounding racism
ending in an emotional cul-de-sac - we
are here mainly concerned with Senghor's
contribution and with what I should like
to call the third phase, that of N egrirude-inAfrica. Senghor's creative phase largely
coincides with the period of his close
collaboration with the Caribbean poets;
the same is true of Birago Diop. David
Diop, who spoke a genuine poetic idiom
all his own, was an exile too; he could not
fulfil his promise because he died too
young. Jacques Rabemananjara of Madagascar is a Negritude poet by adoption. This
leaves us with Bernard Dadie of the Ivory
Coast, \vho can claim some genuine Africanborn Negritude verse as his own though in
his litany-like style he lacks Senghor's
power over the word; with the softly -probing accent of Somalia's William Syad,
whose French verse is weaker than his
English with its strong Arabic component;
Joseph Bognini, who shows great promise;
Lamine Diakhate of Senegal with an unimaginative harping on the theme of escape and the myth of blood, an echo of
Senghor's call to international brotherhood,
and a tin-drum finale of crude political propaganda; Antoine-Roger Bolamba's Chant
du soir is quite charming, but it is too
evident that he is still serving his apprenticeship, as his imagery lacks the power
and density of his fellow-Congolese from the
Brazzaville side of the river, Felix Gerard
Tchicaya U Tam'si.
U Tam'si could be called a surrealist
or a symbolist, but in the first place he is
very intensely U Tam'si. He is concerned
with death and blood, but blood not in
the sense of "noble black blood." He is
obsessed with the question of the origin
of the collective self, the race, symbolised
by the tree: mais d' ou me vient cette folie
tellement arborescente? ... " Or is it sometimes "the tree of grace" and sometimes
"the tree of race," to use the language of
Charles Peguy (La double Racination)?
For the debate between body and soul is
going on relentlessly in his monologuising.
It brings him into violent conflict with
God. " Toi qui m'as fait si triste." It leads
1:0 his mock-identification with Christ,
LEAVING ASIDE THE CARmBEAN

Romanticism at the University of Montpellier a few
years ago, Rene Etiemble made a disclosure
at the end of his course. He had taken all
the quorations illustrating the genesis of
this movement from Chinese poetry written
before and after the beginning of our era!
Without pushing the comparison too far,
one could attempt the same experiment by
substituting modern African verse in French
for some of the 19th-century French
Romantics. Clive Wake in his introduction
to a recent anthology has explored the
affinities between SenghorjBirago Diop and
Victor Hugo. Other critics, and not the
meanest an10ng them Senghor himself, point
out the uniqueness of the African's experience and of its poetic expression, which
are only facets of " Negritude." Nobody can
avoid a discussion of this concept, or movement, when dealing with French African
poetry.
Negritude is a concept of romantic raceconsciousness of the Negro, but it was not
born in Africa. It was essentially a " racial,"
political, and cultural awakening of the
African in exile, and the feeling at the root
of its literature is prefigured in the 137th
psalm:
LECTURING ON EARLY EUROPEAN

By the rivers of Babylon,
There we sat down, yea, we wept,
When we remembered Zion ...
Negritude can be divided into three main
phases, partly overlapping, \vith changes of
name entailed by its moving from one
linguistic medium to another. It is not surprising that the racial awakening of the
first phase should have taken place among
the largest single group of exiled Africans,
the Negroes of the United States, where,
after a period of acauiescence, DuBois asd " The problem of the twentieth censerte,
tury is the problem of the colour-line."
DuBois's equalitarian belief in a co-existence of the races, which evolved into PanAfricanism, was challenged by Marcus
Garvey, whose cry" Back to Africa" rocked
e American-Negro masses of the 'TwentIes. Garvey's Philosophy and Opinions
J.

0

FEU S E R lectures tn
modern languages in the University of
lbadan.
W I I. L F R lED

influenced K wame Nkrumah, for example,
more strongly than did Hegel, Marx, and
Engels.*
In the cultural sphere the writings of Leo
Frobenius had by that time caught up with
the current of political thought and with
the musical revolution of jazz and went
into the making of that great cultural movement, the Negro Renaissance, epitomised
in Alain Locke's anthology, The New
Negro (1925). Langston Hughes, whom
Locke called "the most racial of the New
Negro poets," proclaimed: "We younger
Negro artists who create now intend to
express our individual dark-skinned selves
without fear or shame." The racial content
of New Negro poetry is further illustrated
by the titles of Countee Cullen's volumes
from Colour (1925) to The Black Christ
(1929). The end of the 'Twenties saw the
rise of Negrismo in Cuba and of a similar
movement heralded bv Price-Mars in
Haiti.
But the second phase of the movement
was truly inaugurated by the young French
Caribbean rebels, twice exiled in Paris,
starting with Etienne Lero's shortlived
journal, Legitime Defense (1932). Lero
acknowledged his group's debt of gratimde
C'Langston
to the "New Negroes," Hughes and Claude MacKay (sic), the two
revolutionary poets, have brought us, soaked
in red alcohol, the African love of life, the
African joy of love, and the African dream
of death."**
Negritude emerged from the obscurity of
student magazines into the light of Aime
Cesaire's Cahier d'un retour au pays natal
(1939 and 1947). By that time "Negritude" covered a variety of frequently conflicting tendencies: racial self-discovery,
surrealist self-expression, Marxist revolutionary hope, and Afro-Christian humanism. Its underlying unity consisted in the
eternally romantic return to the sources,
Senghor's retour aux sources de la N egritude, but its codified creed is best understood in terms of the French cultural tradition cc with its intellectualisation and its love
W

*The Autobiography
(Edinburgh 1957)

of

Kwame

Nkrumah

**Quoted by Leon Damas, Poetes d'expression
franfaise, Paris 1947, p.14/15. This passage
seems to be the source of Damas's motif of
man coeur marine dans l'alcool, in BlackLabel, 1956.

" Come unto me ...
" If you have only a body
you are mortal
tear yourself away from your flesh
I can betray you." (Epitome')
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He hates Christ for associating himself with
the bourgeois, and he hates the Christians
and merchants like his brother in AntiChrist, Arthur Rimbaud. Like him, he calls
the leaders of a society he condemns faux
negres - fake Negroes. He himself is a
true Negro, in Rimbaud's words, Je suis de
la race qui chantait dans le supplice. (Une
Saison en enfer, " Mauvais Sang," which became the title of U Tam'si first collection
of poems). Rimbaud wanted to leave civilisation behind and drink in distant lands
des liqueurs fortes comme du metal bouillant. In the title poem of Brush Fire
(English translation by Sangodare Akanji,
Ibadan 1964) we read,
" I said to you
my race
remembers
the taste of bronze drunk hot."
Far from being the "sordid physical relationship with a certain arthur" to which
he confesses in his poem "The Slave,"
Tchicaya U Tam'si's love for Rimbaud's
poetry has helped him to heighten, over
and above his search for the origins of
the collective self, his awareness of the
individual self, his coeur and conscience
imberbe. And this takes time beyond the
confines of official Negritude poetry,
"je 'Vends ma negritude
cent sous le quatrain."
ACCORDING TO SENGHOR, African literature
is functional and collective and therefore
a literature of commitment. This would
seem to be a 'true assessment of traditional
literature but does not quite do justice to
the new literature. We may wonder whether
a radical "return to the sources " can ever
be successful in a rapidly changing society
with its new paterns of class formation,
urbanisation, and the resultant self-reliance
of the individual person, especially the intellectual.
But Senghor is more concerned with the
metaphysical problem of man's position in
the cosmos where "a vital power similar
to his own animates every object endowed
with sensitive characteristics, from God to
a grain of sand."* This sounds again remarkably close to the Romantic's view of
the divine order, to be more precise, to
Victor Rugo's cosmological system, his
listening to "the soul of things." The
place of honour held by the ancestors in
the African. hierarchy of being is not quite
paralleled by the European Romantics, but
Victor Hugo had his own private cult. In
his cc armchair of the ancestors" were
carved the names of the Hugos of old, and
the deeply significant words, ABSENTES
"The absent ones are with
ADSUNT us."
Hugo's influence on Senghor, the onetime French teacher and author of a study
on "Victor Hugo's Youth," is probably

deeper than that undergone by other African
writers, none of whom could escape the
giant of the time-honoured school syllabus.
In Ake Loba's novel Kokoumbo the hero's
father thinks Hugo "probably the greatest
patriarch France has ever had." Senghor
himself exclaims, Ecoutez le grand Hugo.
The" emotive attitude towards the
world" which Senghor defines as the basis
of Negritude is not in the last resort directed
towards the French language, la langue des
dieux (Ethiopiques, epilogue). To the
French African poet, French is not merely
the language of the coloniser, but also the
language of the French Revolution and
therefore intrinsically of his own finalliberation. Senghor's international brotherhood
of the 20th century sings "la Marseillaise
de Valmy," and elsewhere he says, "The
French language has become the cornerstone of the Civilisation of the Universal.
As such it is humanism."
The same "emotive attitude" is evidenced towards France itself. In his prayer
of the Senegalese Riflemen," Private Second
Class Senghor, two months before his
capture by the German army, felt that he
and his comrades were fighting for a
" Confederate France." Temporarily at
least, his Negritude took on strong assimilationist overtones reminiscent of the protagonist's attitude in the first French N egritude novel, Ousmane Soce's Mirages de
Paris (1937). And in his "Prayer for
Peace" he invokes God to place France" at
the right of the father."

EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT of the
" cultural Mulatto" in the French language,
his love-hate relationship with France, accounts for a great deal of the indifference
Negritude meets with in English-speaking
Mrica. There are, of course, other reasons
as well. When writing poetry about Africa,
Senghor always sits on the carved ebony
stool of the sage. From his African heritage
he takes the wisdom and leaves the wit,
he takes the romanticism and leaves the
realism. That is why even African novelists
writing in French, and in the realist tradition - Mongo Beti, Ferdinand Oyono,
and Sembene Ousmane - keep aloof from
his movement.
The mystique of Negritude in its last
metamorphosis is also lost on most American Negro writers, significantly enough even
one of their foremost critics, Saunders Redding, who wrote To Make a Poet Black
(193 9) and coined the term " negroness " in
his book On Being Negro in America
(1951).
This shows that like any other movement, Negritude is subjected to the conditions of time, space, and culture. But
Leopold Sedar Senghor has become a
widely acclaimed master of the language
he assimilated, though his poetic imagination seems to have died down with the
fertile friction of exile after his country's
attainment of independence. Even when the
fiery chariot of Negritude grinds to a final
*Leopold Sedar Senghor, cc African-Negro halt, his poetry will be remembered~ And
Aesthetics," translated by E. P. Halperin, the African poets of the future may yet
see in him their Hugo or Hesiod.
Diotm~$ No. 16, 1956, p.2S.
THIS
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Can't 1 walk, go alone
as a train along my own ~k
and watch trees go by
mO'De 'With a relief from these shadows
that groan silence in my steps
repeating my name at every corner
a collar on my neck:
why me?
They are as silent as an idol, they
stand untaken by surroundings,
watch with unconcerned indifference,
and put on a blind front
against my stares
and then, cOmJerted into dreamers,
standing high, seeming modest
to poise their unprotected presence
against Kingdoms of fmstration, their grief
faces
rejoicing in dark silence.
They wait, patient
in midday hours; and come to life
bringers of help
from empty corners
to (lfJ)ake a storm-laden moment
make the air assume its pretentious smile
for looking at its pet dog, 1 c, Khadambi " in a dog collar!
These shadows
move behind me
to show my charted path.
rll one day walk alone, out
from moods
from dreams
from shado'los
and go on, go on far
away from these visions scattered like le(lf}es
and be a faithful
no reflections.
f:1f~

K HAD A M B J

A SAL A C H.E

,~
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Looking for
a rain-god
BESSIE HEAD
a story of Botswana

IT IS LONELY AT THE LANDS where the
people go to plough and sow crops. These
lands are vast clearings in the wild bush
and the wild bush is lonely too. All these
seven years gone by only a teaspoonful of
rain has fallen. People live off crops but
for two years now they have all returned
from the lands just with 'their rolled-up
skin blankets and cooking utensils.
Oh, this is exquisite, beautiful country.
In some parts the underground water is
very near the surface: there you find
parallel strips lush tangled trees and delicate
pale-gold and purple wild flowers. There
is moss under the stones and wild figtrees. The leaves of the Mopani are like
butterfly wings, split down the centre and
joined at the base to a short stem. But
even here, by mid-summer, the leaves curl
up and wither, the moss is dry and hard
and under the tangled shade of the trees
the ground is black and white because there
is no rain.
There are many gods of this earth and
there should be a raingod somewhere too.
Only people have forgotten how to evoke
a response from the gods. Their memory
is always with us deep and hidden. In
times of great stress we think of them
and call to them with a blind despairing
wail. That is why charlatans and incanters
and witch-doctors make a pile of money
in years of drought. They are always giving
people little talismans and herbs to rub on
the plough for the crops to grow. But somehow the incanters haven't the right memory
to evoke the sympathy of the rain-god. And
the god of Christianity is uninterested in
making rain. So many prayers have been
made to him already.

LAST YEAR THERE WAS an awful tragedy at
one of these lonely places in the bush.
Two children were killed and two men
were hanged this year for the death of the
children. The people at this place had only
been looking for a rain-god but now two
children, little girls, and two men are dead.

B E S S lE H E A D, South African journalist and teacher, is living in exile at
Radisele, Bechuanaland.

They were a big family and with the
relatives and old people they totalled
fourteen. They left early in November for
the lands, to plough. There was a promise
of good rain and the men and \\"omen
cleared the land of thorn bush and then
hedged the vast area with this same thorn
bush to protect the future crop from the
goats. The earth was soft with the good
rain of November and there was a rich
growth of devil-thorn on which the goats
grazed. There was milk too from the goats
to eat with the porridge. They had a well
dug too and hedged about with thorn bush
so that the children and goats should not
fall inside and be drowned. The well is
just a hole in the earth and the water is
always muddy b'-lt at the lands that is
the only kind of water you can get and
you have to drink it.
THERE HAD BEEN SO MUCH HOPE that the
rain would fall. The land was ready and
ploughed, waiting for the crops. A~ night
the earth was alive with insect noises. Then
suddenly the rain fled away, the rainclouds fled away and left the sky bare.
The sun danced dizzily in the sky with
a strange' cruelty. Each day the land was
covered in a haze of mist as the sun sucked
up the last drop of moisture out of the
earth. The family sat down in despair
waiting and waiting. It was impossible to
plant the corn-seeds, the maize, the pumpkin, the water-melon in the dry earth. They
sat and even stopped thinking, for rain
had fled away.
It was the women of the family who
finally broke down under the strain of
waiting for the rain. It was really the
women of 'the family who were responsible
for the death of the children. Each night
they started a weird, high-pitched wailing
song, calling to the rain-god. A strange
song that began on a low mournful note
and whipped up to a frenzy. They would
stamp their feet and shout as though they
had lost their heads. The men couldn't
stand it. Men are just reasonable creatures
and try to maintain their self-control at all
times. The wailing of the women and their
terrible, weird song became a torture to
the men, became an unbearable torture.

They did not know that the women were
only seeking release. Women see thousands
of years ahead and the women of the
family were haunted by the starvation and
suffering of the coming year.
Finally, one of the very, very old men
of the family was stirred by a faint memory.
And slowly, because of the wailing of the
women at night, this memory became a
strong conviction. He called all the men of
the family together and consulted with them
and because his memory had become a
strong conviction he spoke to them with
unshakeable authority. There was, he said,
a certain rain-god who accepted sacrifice of
the bodies of children. There were two
little girls in the family, pretty and innocent and very shy. They could run like the
wind and fetch water from the well. But
the men were beyond caring and agreed
with the old man that the two little girls
should be sacrificed to this terrible raingod. Then the crops would grow. The old
man said the crops would grow and the
rain would fall. Since the women were half
demented by this time and the intense
heat was even destroying the wild devilthorn on which the goats grazed, they too
agreed to the sacrifice of the children.
AFTER IT WAS ALL OVER and the bodies of
the two little girls had been spread across
the land, the rain did not fall. Instead,
there was a deathly silence at night and
the devouring heat of the sun by day. A
terror, extreme and deep overwhelmed the
whole family. They packed, rolling up their
skin blankets and pots and fled back to
the village. But the deaths of the two little
girls had made them outcasts. People in the
village noted their ashen, terror-stricken
faces and a murmur arose. Where were the
children? What had happened to the children? Soon the police came round. The
family tried to confuse the police inventing
conflicting stories to protect each other.
But the mother of the children eventually
broke down and told everything. Two men,
the father of the little girls and the brother
who had cut up the bodies of the children
were arrested and hanged this year.
Who is the rain-god? People are looking
for a rain-god. Every man and woman in
Africa is a farmer because people have lived
off crops for as long as they can remember.
But life has always been a desolation of
suffering and deprivation and sorrow.
People have always gone to the lands to
plough but they are minute specks in the
vastness of the land. They have no tools, no
knowledge, only a depth of courage that
makes them leave each year for the terror
and loneliness of the wild, unconquered
bush. In years of long drought, even this
courage fails them and they have nothing.
Is the new rain-god knowledge, progress
and machines, and if so, how and when is
this to be communicated to people who have
courage but little education?

e
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Mr Nkoana on Racialism;
SIR,-In his article "Southern Africa the
big question mark for the OAU" (The New
Afdcan, October 1965), Mr. Matthew Nkoana
of the Pan Africanist Congress (South Africa)
quotes a great deal from the 1949 Declaration
of the African National Congress Youth League.
These are youthful effusions, full of mystical
concepts, laden with insularity and blatant racialism. Let us take a typical example. U African
nationalisnl is a dynarnic force, because it is not
a foreign importation. It has its roots deep down
in the heart of every African. It is an Ullsupp'ressible urge towards self-realisation, self-determination, independence, freedom". If we were to
close our eyes for a moment and substitute
Afrikaner for African we would hear the voice
of Verwoerd speaking here. There is one difference here of course, that while there is more
justification on the part of Mr. Nkoana for
feeling as he does, the sentiments are practically
hte same. It would have been better if Mr.
Nkoana had dismissed these a s boyish effusions
and we would have appreciated his feelings. But
no! he proudly states:
This was to beC0111e
part of the main platform of those who broke
away f1'0111 the ANC in 1958 ".
Mr. Nkoana then proceeds: (( For lu' o decades
especially (1940-1960) the issues in South Africa
U

have been blurred and our thinking befuddled
by extreme obsession with what 1nay be called
anti-racialism ". Mr. Nkoana seems extremely
sore about the fact that his African nationalism
was called the inverse of Verwoerdism and
severely condemned and rejected 2S racialism
by the population as a whole. In a land \vhere,
despite the fact that racialism is fostered and
nourished, entrenched in every law of the land,
which penneates every aspect of life and
poisons the very air one breathes in, the people
reject it and moreover spurn it. W"hy does this
undoubted advancement in political enlightenment not earn the praise of Mr. Nkoana? \Vhy
does this attack on racialism earn his condemnation? He should know that a rejection of
racialism means a rejection of tribalism and
leads to nationhood. He should know that the
main obstacle facing the liberated countries in
Africa is that tribalism still flourishes and is
the means employed by the neo-colonialists to
entrench their exploitation ...
!vir. Nkoana is at pains to defend racialism
(p. 186) but contradicts himself when he states
that H racialis1n is not the real problenz in South
Africa" and whips it as a (( terrible 1nental
disease ". Here Mr. Nkoana rides two horses
at the same time. For instance, on the same
page, he quotes from Sobukwe's speech ...
"Out contention is that the Africans aTe the

only people who, because of their rnaterial position can be interested in the 1naterial O'verhaul
of the present structure of society ... "
He
regards this as the Cl very genesis of Socialist
analysis and cannot be substituted by mere
talk of ( class struggle '." Here again are those
Inystical concepts deep in the heart only of the
African.
In an excess of enthusiasm Mr. Nkoana leaps
from the cradle of African Nationalism right
into the lap of socialism. He rightly eschews
"African Socialism" which is a contradiction
in terms. Y et he does not attempt the only
socialism there is, namely the scientific socialism
of Marx and Engels. He spurns the division of
South African society into classes. He rejects
the term peasantry to define those living on the
land, he discards the term working-class as
applied to those who work in industry. He rejects the existence of classes, (though of course
he does refer to them as such). He would have
us believe that there are only masses in the
abstract, dangling in mid-air sustained only by
the spiritual umbilical cord of his brand of
African Nationalism. Where does he stand?
Does he secretly believe in "African Socialism"? Why is Sobukwe's statement according to
him the (( very genesis of Socialist analysis"?
Mr. Nkoana is riding two horses at the same
time but alas! to the observer he remains sta-
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tionary for basically he has not moved one whit
from his basic standpoint, lllamely African nationalism, read racialism.
The four principles which he advances as
his blueprint for the future development of
Southern Africa should be taken as a separate
document on its own, for it bears no relation
at all to his basic standpoint. One wonders
NONESI
which horse he is riding there.
All African Convention and
Unity Movement of
South Africa, p.a. Box M.24,
Accra

Jordan and Achebe
SIR,-Just in case Mr. Collingwood August has
not read The African Image (p. 203), may I
quote the passage to which Mrs. Anne Tibble
refe:s in her book, African/English Literature
(revIewed by Mr. August, The New African,
December 1965). This will place the relevant
quote, for which Mr. August takes me to task,

in context.
I don't kno\v what Mrs. Tibble's apparent
regard of me as an authority on African literature has to do ,vith the validity or otherwise of
what I say about A. C. Jordan's book. Or does
he imply that Mrs. Tibble is trusting an unreliable person? Anyhow, just in case Mr.
August thought I had any pretensions myself
to being an authority will he feel happy if I
said there are many chairs in that row of the
eminent that are empty? I am not there at all,
and he can easily occupy the South African
division.
" In a sense, Jordan's and Achebe's stories are
two sides of the same theme. Achebe shows
the conflict from the tribal side, and Jordan
from the Christian side. In another sense,
The Wrath of the Ancestors (Ingqumbo
Ye1ninyana) is a development of Things Fall
A part. In the former, the new values are
represented by the 'Westernised' African,
while in Achebe's book, the new values are
represented by the 'Westerner'.
But in
neither is there a question of an irreconcilable
clash. In certain areas of protest, Christianity
is accepted and racial oppression only is
attacked by the blacks; in other areas, because
the 'white man's creed has sunk to the level of
what E. M. Forster calls 'talkative Christianity " and is being used to justify injustice,
it is being challenged. In other cases again,

.~';

the black man's and the white man's social
values are irreconcilable in varying degrees.
These paradoxes, with which Africa teems,
will for a long time to come constitute rich
literary material for the African artist. Facile
rejection and facile acceptance cannot stand
'ironic contemplation'.
"Although Dr. Jordan, who is a lecturer in
Mrican studies at the University of Cape
Town [now professor of southern Bantu
languages at the Unive1'sity of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.-E.M.], is a sophisticate, he
was obviously telling a story that could only
take place against a rural setting. And as
hereditary chieftaincy is now a thing of the
past, and the Government has for the last
half-century been appointing chiefs who will
obey it, in the place of rebels, such a conflict
is fast becoming irrelevant except as a symbol
of the larger irony in black-white relations."
By the "larger irony" here I mean, as will
be clear to anyone who has read my books, the
meeting point between rejection and acceptance.
By saying that hereditary chieftaincy is a
thing of the past, I am anticipating that it will
progressively become irrelevant: if in Verwoerd's
time, how much more so in an independent
EZEKIEL MPHAHLELE
South Africa!

p.a.

Box 7993, Nairobi
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I.

The Neo-Ieaders

Johannesburg, March 1966

THE TALL and portly African businessman with sleepy eyes and
a cunning face, pulled his shining, black car to the side of the
road where I stood talking to a friend, ~lso a busin~ssman.
wore a black-striped, open-necked, red shIrt, and a bIg, smokIng
cigar hung stiffly from his thick-lipped mouth. He had no hat on
his oblong head and his greying hair was clean, stunted but
curled into several tiny knots with small criss-crossed furrows
between them.
Looking furtively this way and that as if scared of something,
he called out to my friend to join him in his car. And he did not
object though he looked uneasy, when I joined them.
you know," he grated haltingly, "I am the president of
the Mrican Foundation of South Africa. We need members. I
thought you may want to join as this is an organisation for
responsible people like you."
Mr. Ephraim Tshabalala is given to talking dangerously big, of

equally blind hope that he shall forever gain magic power by which
he would be able to make unlimited financial profits.
With calm assurance Mr. Tshabalala shifted in his seat as my
friend snapped: "Responsible or not, I would like to know how
come' you people are allowed to function when all African organisations which represented the will of the people have been outlawed. And please do tell us why you don't call a general meeting
at least here in the south western townships of Johannesburg to
test whether or not the masses are behind your organisation."

course. He has claimed to be South Africa's African millionaire.
And last December he petitioned the United Nations through a
memorandum "not to interfere in South Africa's domestic affairs
as doing so' was detrimental to a peaceful and harmonious racial
evolution. We reject, as a misrepresentation and a fallacy, the
concept propagated within the United Nations, of a White minority
and a Black majority in South Africa, with the former's superiority
and the latter's inferiority and the suppression being perpetuated
under the present policy of separate development. We deeply and
sincerely believe that the time has come for the Unitd Nations
to proclaim a moratorium on its senseless and dangerous interference in the South African situation on premises which are wholly
inconsistent with the facts and dangerously detrimental to the real
interests of the Mrican people of South Africa," he told the
United Nations.
In other words he and the two other Africans - Messrs Peter
M~khene and B. Mahlase - who signed the memorandum were
bnefly saying to the outside world: Africans in South Africa are
content with being denied basic human rights to life; that denial
of political rights, restricted African movement, job reservation,
the l80-day law, "Bantu Education," etc. are all fine. So the
world must keep clear.

Now, to understand this let's-help-the-baas attitude you need
take a closer look into the functional aspect of western civilisation
as practised by white South Africa. The country has long
abandoned the Christian credo: "Do unto others what you would
have them do unto you " which I strongly believe is the corruption,
no matter how unintentional, of the more powerful and realistic
Jewish maxim: "Do not do unto others what you don't want
others do unto you." It is out of the rejection of this Christi~n
principle that white people here generally have chosen apartheId
in their relationship with Africans and refuse to see the common
human element in the African.
Having decided first that the ~frican was sub-hl!man, an
inferior being, they have for centurIes gone out of theIr way to
deny him the necessary things of life so that they can prove
and justify their self-deceit. And those people who through the
years stood up boldly trying to bring sanity into the ugly system,
have today had their backs broken because they were allegedly
irresponsible, rabble-rousing agitators who were detrimental to
ct a peaceful and harmonious racial evolution."

!le

"&

CLAIMING IN THE MEMORANDUM to UN 90,000 rn,embers for his
newly-formed, white-sponsored Foundation (the Rand Mines in
Johannesburg donated £100 to the organisation), he deliberately,
but knowing it completely false, acted under the pretext that 'it
was the voice of the African people. And as I listened to him
on the roadside, I could not help remembering the fact that he
was, as we sat there, still anxiously awaiting approval from the
Gove~ment for the building of a £90,000 cinema in the African
tOwnShIPS of Johannesburg. A typical businessman under the circumstances, I felt; the kind of man with the blind, ruthless courage
and heartlessness of a witchdoctor who kills his child, with the

in the car, it became abundantly clear
that the apartheid organisation had no members other than its
12 founding fathers; that the founding fathers themselves were
shady businessmen and tribal chiefs, men who have been persuaded
or rather forced to see godliness in separate development, and
that they were scared of the people.
FROM THE DISCUSSIONS

AND IN WIPING legitimate leaders of the African people off the
surface of the earth, white South Africa has been and is promoting
African leaders of their choice, people who have been turned
into strange men, wanting in moral value and conscience, by the
system itself - again to prove their point, no matter how fraudulent the process, that apartheid is not ot;ly unique and ~ecessary
as a political ideol~gy for ~outh AfrIca. but also. enJoys. the
backing of "responsIble" AfrIcans. ResponSIble, that IS, by VIrtue
of the fact that to them truth and reality have no meaning.
These are the Tshabalalas, the white man's echo, and I daresay
now that the world is likely to hear more and more of their
sweet music in the months and years to come while from within
the grinding, soul-breaking wheels of apartheid continue mercilessly.

e
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U SOME PEOPLE fear that a one-party state
will come about here," said an economics
minister in an African state recently. "To
prevent this they said they would vote for
the other party.... To those people I wish
to say that my party does not need an opposition to tell it what its duties and responsibilities are. Even if it should happen that
my party wins all the seats in Parliament it
will not be less sensible of its responsibilities
than now." In this case the State concerned
cannot be said to be threatening the end of
the Westminster system - they have never
had it anyway as they deny the vote to fourfifths of the citizens, and only grant it on a
racial basis: membership of the minister's
own" ethnic group ". Dr. Diederich's words
are quoted in a South African news item in
the Port Elizabeth Evening Post, 19
February 1966.

e

to have attracted no more attention than some other press items gathered by
JOHN BOURNE in Johannesburg. On 8
February, the Rand Daily Mail reported
a Government reply in parliament to the
effect that of some £5 million of Government printing contracts in the Transvaal
from 1963 to 1965, nearly 90% had been
awarded to companies headed by the Prime
Minister, Dr. H. F. Verwoerd. The same
month most local newspapers quoted Dr.
Verwoerd's bland announcement that the
great Orange River Scheme scandal had
been investigated - by a police officer
whose name he refused to supply. There had
been accusations that certain very profitable
contracts had been gained by firms whose
experience and ability were doubtful but
whose close contacts in Government quarters
were not. Dr. Verwoerd simply stated that
any apparent irregularities were dIe to " normal errors and miscalculations ".
IT SEEMS

e
calls these disclosures" the tip
of the iceberg". "What may lie underneath
is suggested by those bright glimpses of the
real South Africa which we get when the
Johannesburg Sunday Times manages to lay
its hands on and publish some of the secret
documents of the exclusively Afrikaner
society, the Broederbond," he writes. This
8,OOO-strong secret society, runs South
Africa, in ways this feature will quote next
mooth.

JOHN BOURNE

e

After the coup
Martin Legassick

African Tightrope: my two years as Nkrumah's
Chief of Staff by Major-General H. T.
Alexander, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O. (Pall Mall,
London)

in 'Ghana has not altered my impressions of Alexander's superficial, patronising and
stereotyped book: it changes only the perspective from which the book should be viewed.
Thus I shall not deal with the only compensating
feature in the book, the central third dealing
with the Ghanaian forces in the Congo. This
section may well come to be useful (though
biased in favour of the West), primary documentation and provides an account, for example,
of the expulsion of Ghanaian ambassador Welbeck from the Congo which is highly entertaining. Alexander's views on United Natjons
peace-keeping operations are also worth reading.
But all this does not make up for the appalling list of absurd or meaningless stereotypes
that permeate the book: "Life to the African
is of much less value than to the European,"
" the vast majority of black Africans are natural
gentlemen", "many of the whites living in
Africa today are better 'Africans' than the
black Africans", "the average Ghanaian is a
peace-loving person who abhors violence and
loves pomp". Perhaps these are just typical
'and relatively harmless expatriate views. Butespecially when they are compounded with
Alexander's military mentality - they go far
to answer the crux question posed by Alexander,
"whether it is possible under present circumstances for a senior expatriate to hold a high
post in a newly independent country in Africa
without finding himself in an impossible position" (p. 104).
Alexander tells us that just before his
Ghanaian service he took a course at the Imperial Defence College, designed to "broaden"
the outlook "from the purely military field to
that of world problems". One wonders if that
is where he learnt that all persons trained in
Russia come back as "good little communists"
(p. 107); or if it is here that he was told to
train the Ghanaian army as "anti-Russian"
(p. 107). And when Alexander implicitly attacks
the freedom of the press (p. 122) and concludes
by telling us that the Cold War is "as intense
as it has ever been" (p. 128) we are entitled to
be worried. Nor can we feel more comfortable
with his repeated statements of contempt for
THE COUP

the "masses" who are uneducated and misled
- this sort of elitism does not match well with
African populism.

ASSESSMENT
of Nkrumah is
shrewd - his difficulty in saying no to anyone,
his natural gregariousness, his shortage of good
advisers, his freedom from colour prejudice. In
fact one might go farther than Alexander and
say that it w'as not Nkrumah's ruthlessness nor
his single-minded ambition that led to the coup
- it was rather his equivocation and his lack
of ruthlessness, his inability in the last resort
to tie a consistent set of goals closely enough to
the political realities of Ghana, to combine his
skill as ideologist with his skill as politician.
His non-violent "revolutionary reformism"
spoke too loud and made too many mistakes.
Socialists of whatever kind should not be happy
at the downfall of Nkrumah (and the vulgar
crowing of the Western press is disgraceful):
one can only hope that his failures in attempting
a new road to socialism can be blamed on bad
advice and his refusal to accept unpalatable
good advice, and that it does not mean that
the only way to socialism in the Third World
is the hard, autarchic, masochistic way of
China.
I had hoped that Alexander might say something useful about the Ghanaian military. He
does not. I cannot agree with his (traditionally
British) thesis that in Africa the army should
be " kept out 'of politics " - by which he means
the tradition of impartial civil service. In fact,
paradoxically, it seems that the African armies
now least likely to attempt to seize po\ver are
those that are in politics, or at least politicised.
This has been true in Guinea since 1958, and
in the reorganised Tanzanian 'army since 1964:
the military are encouraged to identify themselves with party and with state. The Ghanaian
intervention could in fact be blamed on the
isolation of the army - it was a profession'al
force, and, like the civil service and the judiciary,
the most "Westernised" in Africa at the time
of independence. All these three institutions'
acted as counterweights to Nkrumah's plans in
a greater degree than in other African states.
ALEXANDER'S

THIS IS NOT TO SAY that the seizure of power'
by the Ghanaian military was unjustified. It
was tragic, but probably unavoidable, that it
should happen. 'Ghana had sufficient resources
to be able to "m'ake haste more slowly" with
progress towards socialism. The CPP failed to
make it do so. This could not be said for the
non-viable states, starved even of aid by the
French, where other coups have occurred recently - the ultimate blame there, as in Nigeria,
lies with the corrupt, self-seeking indigenous'
managers of neo-colonialist economies. One
can be sorry for Nkrumah but not for them.
And one can hope that, now the military have
brought the politics of independent Africa into
a new era, the genuinely progressive states and
parties will see the need for closer contact
among themselves and more coordinated action.
Pan-Africanism, as Nkrumah maintained, and
fanciful as it may seem, is still the most hopeful
answer for the stable and socialist cevelopment
of independent Africa and for the liberation of
southern Africa. As yet the ideal has found only
inadequate expression in concrete realitie~.
Alexander, of course, does not even entertain
this as a possibility - which is just another of
the reasons why he became redundant and wa.
dismissed from his Ghanaian post.
•
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Babbling
About
David Thornpson

T he Concubine by Elechi Amadi (Heinemann
21s)
No Easy Task by Aubrey Kachingwe (Heinemann 18s).
Kalasanda by Barbara Kimenye (O.V.P. 5s 6d)
The Hot Sun of Africa by Alan Caillou (W. H.
Alien 21s)

SOMETIMES ONE WONDERS whether publishers
read their products. Whoever \\-'rote the blurb
for T he Concubine has certainly attributed to
the novel a more coherent sense of tragic mysticism than it manages to discover for itself until
the second-last chapter. But perhaps read only
the last two chapters.
"Why is it," asks the blurb, "that Ihuoma,
good, respected, of great beauty and dignity,
brings suffering and death to all her lovers?
Is she really the incarnation of the favourite
wife of the Sea-God, who jealously destroys
her suitors? What other explanation is there?"
Ab, yes. There's no reason, I suppose, why
any novel shouldn't resort to the same kind
of poetic bizarreness that fascinated us in
Tutuola capitalise on that vivid sense of
myth and the supernatural that almost all of us
approve of in literature, even if we don't share
the belief in it. But the bizarre has to remain
bizarre - it can't live when it's been dragged,
as the blurb tries to drag it, into this new
and vitiated climate of banal reasonableness.
And unfortunately the blurb merely reflects
much of the owlishness of the novel itself.
Both the blurb-writer and Elchei Amadi are
fussily anxious, in any case, to have it both
ways. On the one hand The Concubine offers
an evocation of Igbo life whose interest is to be
partly in its strangeness to the reader (nothing
is left to make its own impression; every variation on a cultural norm is busily pointed out
and explained, as by a garrulous anthropologist);
and, at the same time, that evocation is to be
assimilated into the tradition of European
naturalistic fiction - it's a human story, the
blurb insists. But on the other hand it makes
the predictably pious comparison with " classical
tragedy" - this is a story about a world where
~e .gods still rule and negate human purpose,
~t ~mts, and it would remind one of Oedipus,
If It dared. As it is, the comparison is still
sufficiently incongruous.
. For one thing, classical tragedy wasn't written
m .a flatly realistic mode: for another, it was
WrItten in an idiom quite other than Elechi
Adami's slack, energyless prose, that threatens
to reduce everything to the same level of triteness. Every situation, however dramatic, labours

under the wei~ht of the vapidity that's attributed
to it. When the witch-doctor attends Ihuoma's
first husband in his illness, for example "He removed his amulet but then changed
his mind and replaced it over the doorway.
Too many evil spirits about.,' he announced.
'That is very kind of you,' Ihuoma said."
Even the supernatural expires in the staleness
of this air.
Perhaps if Elechi Adami were ever to ffiJect
real vitality into his narrative style, he might
become a rather fine writer. There is a certain
feelin~ for the interaction of human beings on
one another in this novel - a dramatising of
personal relationships of the kind necessary for
any novelist, and which here singularly cancels
out the difference between African and European environments. The crux of the book is
the relationship between Ihuoma and Ekwueme.
Ekwueme is in love with the young widow,
but as he has been engaged since childhood
to a girl in a neighbouring village, there is no
possibility of his marrying Ihuoma. He makes
an attempt to settle down with Ahurole, but
the marriage is a failure - she is too spoiled
and immature; he is too indifferent and impatient with her perverse temper. That situation
collapses when Ahurole gives Ekwueme a love
potion that makes him at first ill, then mentally
deranged: appalled at what she has done, she
runs away to her parents, automatically dissolving the marriage. Ekwueme is restored to health
by the love of Ihuoma, and there is now nothing
to stop the preparations for their wedding.
Before these are completed, Ekwueme meets
a violent and ironically futile death.
There is almost nothing here that couldn't
adapt itself into the terms of almost any culture.
In particular, the account of how the estrangement of Ekwueme and Ahurole comes about is
one of the least African themes in the book,
and one of the most interesting. It's in this kind
of thing that the novel comes closest to success.
When Mr. Amadi realises it, perhaps he will
do more to exploit that advantage that would
be a godsend to most European writers - that
is, the intimate knowledge of a community in
which each individual is regulated by a moral
and social norm with clearcut imperatives for
behaviour - an environment full of the obstacles that arise when individual impulse comes
into conflict with the conventional pattern. It's
the dramatising of those obstacles in terms and
technical success of the good novel.
THE (~TASK" OF AUBREY KACHINGWE'S NOVEL

is
the effort of a group of African patriots to
win independence for their country and build
in into a state. What opportunities there are
in that the~e! What possibilities of rivalries on
human and national levels it might develop!
Not only does Aubrey Kachingwe miss them
all, he seems never to have been aware that
they exist. The merest perfunctory gesture is
made at the exposition of political themes or,
indeed, at the necessity of providing a story
or any notion of living characters. It would
be difficult to convey adequately a sense of the
stupefying dullness of this book, its laborious
failure to convey any feeling about anything it
tries to say, the pedestrian banality of its attempts to be seen to be discussing ideas. Most
of it is made up of a dreary compulsion to
describe in full every exit and entrance, record
every triviality of stage-action - " I went to our
classroom-like office and took my notebook
and pencil. I went out and it started raining."

The hopeless mediocrity of this kind of thine
is further compounded by the author's incompetence with the English language. Mr. Kachingwe
is one of those writers who not only deals
exclusively in cliches, but who manages to get the
cliches themselves wrong. For example, There
is nothing wrong that I have done aga'inst
the law," says one unctuous character. Or
another, giving a warning to a friend: "Cheerio,
and don't babble about." Mr. Kachingwe does
an awful lot of babbling about, and Elechi
Adami does altogether too much of it too.
U

BARBARA KIMENYE IN Kalasanda isn't altogether
guiltless of the same stilted abuse of Englishshe reinforces an uneasy feeling that all of these
writers might have been better served by writing
in their own language and by being then translated into English. Kalasanda loses something
by being told in the same unexciting monotone
that is the staple of, say, almost anyone's letterwriting. But for all that, this is, of all the four
works under review, the one that offers most
pleasure and interest in the reading. Curiously
enough, of the four it is also the one that could
most easily have been written of almost any
other place. It's a collection of short stories or
sketches more or less connected with one another by being concerned with one village in
Buganda, each story telling of an incident in
the life of one or other of the inhabitants. In
tone, feeling and intention, the book is a kind of
African Cranford-the approach and the quality
of the humour are startlingly similar. The comparison by no means does Mrs. Gaskell an injustice-Barbara Kimenye has real sensitivity
and perceptiveness about people, a real facility
for creating characters and bringing the reader
into sympathetic association with them. All
these talents are beautifully deployed, for example, in probably the best story in the collection
- " The Winner ", about a man who wins the
football pools. (It hadn't occurred to me before
that someone might run football pool competitions in the hinterland of Uganda). If the
authoress has the power to grow-to add to her
assets the ability to li~ together people and
incidents in a long work with a coherent, urgent
theme-then she could become a very exciting
writer indeed.

Kalasanda takes the small, unimportant detail
and makes it vivid. The Hot Sun of Africa
takes the violent and portentous incident and
goes on being slightly pedestrian. This is an
example of that kind of fiction that becomes
all the more trivial the more it sets out to shock.
Mr. Caillou's basic philosophy is apparently
that democracy is wrong for Africa-mainly on
the grounds that African talents are of another
kind and serve other purposes. But as these
purposes are mostly directed towards what
Conrad would call "the Horror", and are
described in beastly and well-italicised and what
seems to be affectionate detail, his tolerance has
to remain suspect. It isn't that Mr. Caillou is
deliberately aiming at the cheaply sensational,
though that is where he arrives. It's rather that
he has almost none of that sympathy and profound understanding and sheer articulate talent
which are the only things that make fiction
worth reading. Someday someone with all these
gifts will write the great novel about Africa.
But none of these is it.
•
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The first six chapters of this
Xhosa classic, translated by
Collingwood August, were
published in the January and
rJlarch 1966 issues. The story
concludes here.

Twin, son of Cause-to-rejoice, has corneto the Great Place of the King, Hintsa, to

complain that his twin brother, T hey-arettoo, is usurping his plcue as heir. T heyare-tfJJO replies, first dismissing the claim
and later, when Twin stays silent, volunteering that they had changed round their
positions when boys but that this was a
childish thing. Twin, asked if this is the
basis of his claim, says it was 1nerely a
confirmation of his seniority at birth.
The midwives who delivered them then
reveal that, though They-are-two was bo'rn
first, the hand of Twin had appeared from
the mother the day before, and a finger-tip
was amputated whe1~eby T'Win was recognised at birth. The wise and ancient Khulile
is sent for from N qabara to gi:ue the court
his view of Tzvin's clain! ...

VII
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE DOYEN

AT THIS STAGE THE COURT directed itself to
the greyhead of Nqabara, Khulile, saying,
"So then, son of Majeke, here is the
enigma for which we fetched you from
Nqabara. You too are now already here,
you see, hear, you no longer hear from
being told by us. This court did not lightly
think of you; and this case is the first of
its kind in this generation: Therefore, vIe

SAM UEL EDW ARD KRUNE 1\'1 QHAY I,

great Xhosa poet, historian, translator,
biographer and journalist, was born in
the Ciskei, South Africa, in 1875, educated at Centane and Lovedale, became a
teacher and public figure in East London,
Cape Province, later retiring to the country. He wrote for early Xhosa newspapers, Izwi laBantu and Imvo zabaNtsundu, published many books and became revered among all Xhosa-spe'aking
people of South Africa as their" poet of
the nation". He died in 1945. Ityala
lamaWele was originally published in
Xhosa by the LOfJedale Press in 1914.

had no precedent, no ground on which to
stand our feet, for a matter becomes a
matter by being likened unto another, as
you yourself know. There it is then!"
After this there \vas silence for a moment.
Having stood up Khulile did like this:
" Lords, and all you nation!" - as soon
as Khulile said so the men hurriedly removed the pipes from their mouths, and
there was silence. He proceeded and said,
"I do not know the cause that made the
court think of me. Yes, my father .i\Iajeke,
unravelled a knot for this his home in the
time of Phalo, but then things \vere good
before the land was vitiated.
"What do I know? Who am I? This
matter of the boys of my child, Cause-toRejoice, I shall not be able to resolve
completely although I am an elder. This
thing that is twins is two people born on
the same day. Now in this Xhosa's home
the resolving of these people born on L~e
same sun is by looking to the one who
appeared first.
"That has become a tradition although
no one ever formalised it; that the one who
a ppeared first becomes the elder has taken
on the appearance of a law. However, having seen in these two small days in vvhich
I still blink my eyeS, this thing is contradicted and is effectively contradicted in the
case of certain twins. This kind of people,
twins, among humanity, is a kind that
is born percipient at the very birth; its
mind is more acute than that of the rest
of humanity, as for instance a twin will
foretell an event before it has happened;
and, indeed the event takes place. So that
from this being so of these people there
has been no discussion about them, such as
the one I see today.
U Another characteristic of these people
is surpassing co-ordination of will, a thing,
moreover, that makes it impossible for even
their father or the law to enter between
them. And that in turn has led to a situation where there is no person who cares
to enter the matters of twins - for they
are one person.
" You, today have asked me to resolve
the matter of people who are of this
description; perhaps you imagine that the
elders have a greater knowledge of twins
than you have. Nkosiyamntu is a twin,
a younger twin; but the eldership was received by him, he received the eldership

in the presence of his elder brother Smallrock, who had traded it for a leg-o'-beef. The
elders who have gone before us judged,
that Nkosiyamntu should receive the eldership as he had traded for it; and the elders
made their decision on precedent.
"I submit this word then, my lord,s;
and I conclude. The first-born is authorised
to administer the home because he has the
experience of having appeared before thi
other children of his home; he knows certain people better than the others, he has
heard grave matters discussed that the otherS
have not heard. Where then is the eldership of the one twin over the other seeing
they were born on the same day?
"Is it not actions that cause eldership,
as for instance any first-born who isolateshimself from his brothers parts with his,'
eldership when he becomes a child by his
actions? I leave the matter vaguely like
that then, my lords, so that you may find
for yourselves the thing you are looking
for."
Saying this, Khulile sat down. For some'
time there was silence until Smalldoot
stood up to say, "So says, so says, yo~
heroes, the greyhead of N qabara. Let the~
not be an awkward silence, let there be
some response, let the matter be decided
today; many other matters have been sus
pended because of this case." Ndlombose
said the only thing the court had been
wanting was a tale; here then is the tale,
it is complete. Various other councillors'
stood up and asked certain questions from'
Khulile, who answered the questions calmly
with the help of Makhunzi, the son of his
younger brother.
And the senior councillors were then'
seen coming together and biting one an:-'
other's ears -Bhu-u-u-u. And from their
conclave could be heard intermittently the
mentioning of cattle that had left going
to where nobody knew, the daughters of
Cause-to-rejoice, the amputated finger, the
circumcision spear, the nkwili, certain'
.J
actions, and Nkosiyamntu.
The rest of the people seemed to be
wrangling over the question: "Could it
be today is the day of handing over the
eldership to the twin who appeared afterwards?" And the answer would be: "Indeed no! Twinship still occupies its place.
This court does not reverse Smalldoor's
decision."
I
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VIII
THE VERDICT

AT THIS STAGE the court directed
young ~en to ~ecall the owners ~f the

some
case,
who amved WIthout delay. When they arrived they did not sit at the same places
as they had sat before*. ~nd the sun was
gready' piercing 'the earth In the~ adult day.
Some men were perspiring profusely, and
had removed their blankets from the shoulders. They were all looking down, and there
was none who spoke.
There were also some women here at
the Great Place, they were sitting next to
the kraal of the calves, and they did not
raIse their voices in loud speech. T~ere
was no wind, the day was calm and SIlent
The sparrows were sparrowing on the
plains,
The crickets were clicking twixt the
rocks.
On this day then the son of Khawuta,
Hintsa stood up, a majestic king, with a
clear brow whose receding hair left a
sharp wido~)s peak. He is a man considerably above the common stature, he is hirsute though not coarsely so, he has a clear
voice when he speaks, but it is not l?ud,
it is not soft. He was not a man gIven
to much speech, or to trivial conversation:
but what a king for respect and deference
from his councillors!
He was a dark man, with white teeth,
with an eye like lightning, so that one might
expect the appearance of flames when ~e
was annoyed. He had S'trong arms, beautIful legs. They say, those who were ~ith
him, he was a man who on state occaSIons
presided over the people with great dignity;
but seeing him at home, you would be
puzzled.
The-e-e-n! That majestic figure stood
(still very much a young man at the time)
and directed himself to Twin, the Complainant, doing like this, "Listen, then, son of
<:ause-to-Rejoice. It is now some days that
my lords here left their homes because of
you, for you came to ask for help in
examining a complicated affair, which at
the time belonged to your home, but which
affair ends today belonging to the whole
nation. We have been examining this affair
for many days. The affair began with
Smalldoor, your headman. Smalldoor said
his word, which has not been contradicted
even by this court. Yea, though this court
has been to Nqabara even, it has not ridden
over the word of SmalIdoor.
" They say then the people of your home,
who are this court, 'Proceed and go home,
and look after that calf which you had

* it

is not the custom to occupy the same place
as before

already been looking after, and keep that
family of Cause-to-Rejoice which you had
already been keeping, and come and report
at your home here anything that you see
is not right'."
Twin stood up praising and went to
kiss the foot of the King and when he came
back he squatted on a different spot. And
it was then the King was turning rounp
to They-are-two, saying to him, "You
have heard, elder son of Cause":to-Rejoice.
..
You have heard the gettings-up and sIttlngsdown of this court because of the two' of
you'; you have heard the word that yo~r
brother has been made to hold by thIS
court. Go home then, and help your younger
brother to keep the family of your home,
and the property, and everything. Even
at the Great Place here we should see the
twO of you together. You should obey him
and listen to his \vords."
When the King had ceased directing
these words, he threw himself down and
covered himself with his kaross of the
mountain leopard. They-are-Two stood up
with his paternal uncle and they went ..
occupy a different spot.
'
At one moment Phekesa, one of Theyare-Two's paternal uncles appeared to ~e
wanting to know whether today at. Phalo s
the elder twin was being changed Into the
younger. Story answered, "-r:?ere is .no
such thing that has been done. BecomIng
heated Phekesa asked saying, "But then
,
Y ou
how have
I heard!'. . " Story sal'd"
,
have heard properly, for the talk is clear."
The complaining party was then seen
taking its sticks to go home, and the defending party did so as well.
The women next to the kraal of the
calves were heard, some were persecuting
with their tongues, others were dancin.g with
joy; the men were seen each. takIng to
his riding animal, and he ~ho ~Id not h~ve
a riding animal took to hIS stIck to thInk
of going home. The smokers were ~een
setting their pipes alight, some standI!1g,
some still squatting, and yet some kneehn.g
and lighting their pipe~ from th~se of theIr
friends. And concernIng the Judgement,
some were mumbling, finding fault, and
seeing many errors. But the majority did
not forget a case that had proceeded with
decorum and justice and that had been
spoken well, in whic~ all aspects .had be.en
examined, and the Judgement gIven WIth
great skill.
. .
In the midst of all that confUSIon DumIsani, the son of Zolile, the poet of the Great
Place was heard saying:

" BayinG! BayinG!! Bayina!.!! .
Go home ye nations, the case IS finIshed
Go home ye peoples, the thing that was
spoken is finished.
So says Zanzolo.
So says the child of Gcaleka,
The small dugs of the old cow,
Should they sleep on the way, know ye
it is disaster.
So says the bull they exclaim has gored
before it has gored;
.
What will they ever say the day It gores?

For it will gore with t~at 'of the rhinoceros
as I see ~
.
Listen, nations, that we may give you the
wealth of the heart,
Listen, nations, ,that we may tell you a
tale:
.
In the days of old, the day appeared the
mountains,
One person was put to rule other people.
And it was said that person was the
person of the blood,
I t was said that person was the calf of the
nation,
It was said that person should be obeyed
by humanity;
And he would obey Qamata;
From whence would come the laws
and rules,
Which if he breaches there would be
calamity,
There would be confusion and insanity of people
There would be a head-over-heels madness of the earth.
The disgruntled have never died out,
The dissatisfied are being born today.
They are filling the stomachs, they
arise tall as staves.
They cannot help themselves, they are
created into that thing;
While we put things right, they try to
help;
.
Should we hand over to them, the natIon
would all die.
Easily I say so, for they too know this:
The impetuous have already been Impetuous
They said the bull is today at Nqabara.
This home of Xhosa I have today given
up'
I ha;e given it up for baffling even those
of the manure.
What will it be with the immigrants?
The son of Phalo has spoken,
He has spoken, They-Iook-at-the-eyebrows-and-say-he-'s-angry,
The bull they say has gored before it
has gored.
The wound today is small, it is the wound
of Smalldoor.
Go home nations the case of the twins is
finished.
Go home, the father of Rarabe has at
last answered.
N cincilili !!! "
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IX
EPILOGUE

AS HE WAS SAYING SO, this man of the
Mpehles, there was silence, for he was not
a man whose voice was often heard. Today
he raised emotions as never before, for the
hearts were soft, and the result was as if
war had been proclaimed. Men wept as
soon as he spoke. As he went on the
women allowed the pots to bum; among
the men none moved; he who had been
smoking crushed the stem of the pipe;
there were some who stood naked, without
knowing it; there were some who when they
tried to wear their blankets pulled them
too tightly, and were surprised when the
blankets came apart at the seams, the panels
flying in all directions.
They said, those who know this man,
today he has not done anything, for he
soon stopped; they said had he carried on,
people would have been injured on such a
day. Indeed, as they said so, people had already injured one another; for this poet is
a giant, is tall, is used to the Great Placehe has grown up in it. In the left hand he
is carrying two spears, he holds a small
black staff in the right - he is full of
action, when he waves his sharps, an onlooker lets go with his stick at the person
standing next to him.
One woman, the wife of Contradict, a
Zangwa, had been holding a burnt piece
of wood ready to light her pipe, she let
go with it under the bodice of the wife of
Endeavour-ye; on turning round, Endeavour-ye's wife stood with her tooth on
her aggressor's cheek. It happened that
among the men matters were not straight;
and the dogs fought and pushed the son
of Ntsema, a Qadi, under the ends of the
branches forming the cattle kraal, and they
had bitten him severely; on all sides trouble
had to be put down.
Phaki, a young Vundle, who not completely sane and who used to be present
at the Great Place and at other places on
social occasions, took all this confusion as
rej oicing. He hurriedly covered himself in

his untanned calfskin and fell head-first
into the fire. But his calfskin had fallen
down to his knees, tying them together and
making it impossible for him to rise quickly.
And that was another matter - getting him
out of the fire; and because the fire was
great it happened that he would never again
be called by his name and answer; his end
came on the night of that day.
Ndlombose also appeared to be getting
excited. When the poet mentioned the impetuous ones, he knew that he meant
Bhukwana, his younger brother. He was
heard asking Bhukwana whether he is listening now that he is becoming a subject of
poetry and adding, "Do you understand
now that this name of Langeni will be
associated with an event by the whole
nation?" However, the councillors spoke to
N dlombose and he calmed down.
Nophaka was another lady who was not
complete in her mind; and also not given
speech. This lady used to be present at
the Great Place and used to be called
Phaki's wife as a way of teasing her. And
she greatly loved Phaki, but Phaki himself
used to want to stab people for this, saying
that he did not want a dumb wife. This
lady, when her partner got injured, cried as
one bereaved, and would not be consoled.
She blamed the poet saying it was he who
had pushed the child of the people into
'the fire. And that became another case!
Mfithi, an old man of the Kwayis, who
lived at the Great Place, could no longer
see with the eyes, and his ears were substantially blunt, hearing this hullaballoo very
dimly, concluded that the world had died,
the Place had been sacked by the enemy,
and that he himself was about to be burnt
alive inside his hut. He was seen coming out
of the hut as fast as his legs were able to
carry him. He had hardly got anywhere when
he raised high his hands and his voice and
was heard shouting, " The thorns! Nation of
the Nation! I, your very dog, am under your
feet!" His daughter, Boniwe, quickly went
to comfort him and he tottered into the
hut again.
I t happened that the boys below the
Great Place were also breaking one another.
One urchin, Njeza, says that his father can

also declaim, he usually declaims when he
praises them, his children, at home. Meeting said, "You are lying, boy, how does
your father know how to say?' Njeza was
still answering, "I am not lying; boy,'
when Ndaba was already entering the matter by hitting Njeza with a stick of th
mnono tree at the same time saying, " I d
not like this, that is a lying boy." And the
other boys took up the matter and divided
up into sides. Soon the sticks were heard on
one another below the Great Place. A young
man Gonyela, the son of Nyaba, hurried to
destroy this nonsense; but he had forgotten
lhe disused grain pits just below the Great
l?1ace. He found himself falling with one
leg into a pit; the boys, when they saw this,
said, " Serve you right, that is the work of
the ancestors! "
However hard he tried to" get up, Gonyela
kept on falling to the bottom. At last some
people came lO help him out and they found
that he had fractured his leg - on the thigh.
He was immediately caried to the home of
Gxavu, an expen at setting bones; in a few
days the young man was healed. In later
days he was wont to say he wished something could happen to boys. At the same
time he would not leave the poet innocent,
saying he does not know what things these
are that always seem to have full stomachs
which make them talk more than is necessary; twins also he blamed, saying he did
not know what things these were that were
forever taking one another to the law, so
that finally he got injured like this.
It was always that confusion then, when
the son of Zolile, Dumisani, spoke. When
the poet had finished, he said ncincilili, and
went to sit down. The men then began to
disperse to their homes; on the way they
went reviewing this case.
Till the present day in the land of the
Xhosas, the elder twin is he who appears
first; it is an unusual circumstance that can
change this. Yea, however, there are some and I do not know what causes them to say
this - who go about saying the judgement
said that the twin who appears first is the
younger, the elder is the one who appears
last. Those who say so are not saying the
truth.
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